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THAT THY WAY MAT BE KNOWN UPON EARTH, THY SAVING HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS.”

VOL. VII.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 4? 1836.

returned to Lintin, where they were tranship
ped, and most of them now’ remain awaiting
any fit opportunity for distribution. It is proper
to remark here, that all books in Chinese are
forbidden to foreigners, and the person who pre
sumes to give or sell a book to any foreigner, or
who receives or buys one from his hands, or
aids or abets him in making books of any de
scription in the native character, is in the sight
of the Chinese authorities regarded as a traitor
to his country, and whenever occasion requires
is denounced and treated as such. This state
mentis exemplified in the case of the evangelist
Leang Afa, of whose persecution and flight last
year you are already fully informed.
This
year his oldest associate, Keuh Agang, has been
Is gather’d in that choir.
obliged to fly from his country, while a son of
One presses on, and welcomes death ;
the latter has been seized and thrown into pri
CIRCULATION OF THE SCRIPTURES IN
One calmly yields his willing breath,
son, where he is still confined.
The only
CHINA.
Nor slow, nor hurrying, but in faith
Extracts from a letter to the Secretary of the American charge which can be brought against this young
man is, that be is a son of Keuh Agang, who is
Content to die or live:
Bible Society dated Canton, March 18, 18-36.
.And some, the darlings of their Lord,
My Dear Brother,—The lively interest the friend of Leang Afa, and has sonrmtimes
Play smiling with the flame and sword,
which the members of your Society have taken I aided the latter in printing “barbarian books.’’
And, ere they speak, to his sure word,
in the Chinese mission, and the liberal contri All the goods of Afa, which were not many,
Unconscious witness give.
butions they have made for printing the holy have been confiscated, if their seizure by the
Scriptures in the language of this people, give minions of the police, without any authority to
Foremost and nearest to his throne,
them a strong claim for information, not only do so, can be called confiscation ; and one of
By perfect robes of triumph known
respecting the work done through their liber bis brothers-in-law, only because he was a re
And likest Him in look andJone
lation of the evangelist, has been apprehend
ality, but also with regard to what remains for
The holy Stephen kneels,
ed, taken from his home, and sent into banish
accomplishing the great and good design of
With steadfast gaze, as when the sky
ment.
giving
a
copy
of
the
"Bible
to
evt
ry
family
of
Flew open to his fainting eye
The Bibles which have been distributed along
the
Chinese.
Would
that
you
and
every
Chris

Which, like a fading lamp flash’d high
the
coast, have been brought from the Anglotian in Europe and America, could now see all
Seeing what death conceals,
Of the exact
the circumstances of the ease, and understand Chinese College, Malacca.
Well might you guess what vision bright
perfectly all the difficulties and encouragements amount of that distribution, as well as what has
Was present to Ins raptur’d sight
which seem to retard or acceleriite the comple been done in the same way in Siam and else
Even as reflected streams of light
tion of the work. Surely it would grieve you, where, among the Chinese emigrants, I have not
Their solar source betray—
as it. does me, to see how little has been done, at present the means of ascertaining. I wish I
The glory which our God surrounds
how little is now doing, while so much remains could give you this information, and I think,
that by consulting the records of the mission
The Sun of Man, th’ atoning wounds
tube effected. Far be it from me to intimate
press at Malacca, it can be known how many
He sees them all ; and earth’s dull bounds
that any one of those who have been engaged
Are melting fast away.
in this mission has not been faithfiSH. I speak copies have been printed, and consequently the
He sees them all—no other view
with reference both to those pioneers, Milne, number circulated ascertained. Most of the
Could stamp the Saviour’s likeness true
Collie, and Morrison, who having toiled unto particulars of the voyages along the coast ol
China, as well as ol those connected with the
death,have
finished their course,as well as those
Or with his lpve so deep embue
circulation of the Bible among the Chinese in
who are now in (he field, and who, I know, feel,
Man’s sullen heart and gross—
Siam, and in the Indian Archipelago, by Mr.
as I do, oppressed and grieved that our own
“Jesus do Thou my soul receive;
Tomlin, Mr. Abeel, and others, are already be
numbers
and
strength
are
so
small.
We
feel,
“Jesus do Thou my sins forgive”
fore the public.
each and all, that unless our faith and strength
He, who would learn that prayer, must live
Respecting the distribution of books along
are sustained and increased, and our numbers
Under the holy cioss.
the coast of China, some ideas have been enter
greatly
and
speedily
augmented,
your
high
lie, though he seem on earth to move,
tained, and have gained currency abroad, which
hopes and expectations will not be soon realiz
Must glide in air like gentle dove,
are erroneous. Some persons have regarded
ed, nor the thick clouds of moral darkness disChina as wholly inaccessible, and accordingly
From yon unclouded depths above
peled from the minds of this people.
have concluded that nothing has been or can be
Must draw his purer breath ;
Could I tell you that the distributers of the
Till men behold his angel face
bread of life have entered China, and are going done. Some others have supposed the Chinese
All radiant with celestial grace,f
from province to province with the Bible in empire all at once has come to be as traversa
Martyr ail o’er and meet to trace
their hands ; that multitudes are calling on them ble as any part of Asia. These are the ex
tremes, and as usual very erroneous. It is in
The lines of Jesus’ death.
[Keble. for the word of God; that believers in Jesus
have been greatly increased, and many church deed true that Romish missionaries in consid
* Wheatley on the Common Prayer, Chap. v. Sec iv. 2:
es, established; that the old foundations of erable numbers go into the interior of this coun
“As there are three kinds of martyrdom, the first both in
try, and there, by baptism, make what they call
will and deed, which is the highest; the second in will but idolatry are giving way, and people flying to “Christians.”
Not many months ago I was told
not in deed; the third in deed but not in will: so the Christ as clouds, and as doves to their win
that
there
were
then thirty-six of these Euro
Church commemorates these martyrs in the same order : dows ;—how would it gladden the hearts and
peans in China Proper; and very recently I
St. Stephen first, who suffered death both in will and deed; strengthen the faith both of you and us.
But
St. John the Evangelist next, who suffered martyrdom in
have been informed that the numbers of their
Yet
will but not in deed ; the Holy Innocents last, who suffer none of these things are come to pass.
converts were never so great as at present.—
before Jehovah China is not shut. Our heav
ed in deed but not in will.”
These etnisiaries enter the country in disguise
-f- “And all that were in the council, looking steadfastly enly Father's dominion is universal; He ruleth
on him, saw lys face as it had been the face of an angel. among the nations ; and he turneth the hearts by the aid of their converts; but how they live
and labor I know not.; very quietly I presume,
Acts vi. 15.
of princes wliiliiersoever he pieaseth. To Je since for several years they have not attracted
sus Christ, the head of the Church, the heathers ,
the animadversions of the government, which
THE O BSER VEIL
have been promised for an inheritance, and the
is so quick to detect and eradicate every thing
uttermost parts of the earth for a possession.—
A Book Greatly Honored.—We know of no That promise we know is sure and we have foreign. No protestant missionary has, 80 far
as I know, ever considered it his duty to enter
uninspired book which has been so successful as n cause to believe the signs of the times indicate
the country in disguise.
1 he only attempt
the
approaching
era
of
its
accomplishment.
—
witness for the Truth, and been owned and blessed
made by them to penetrate into the interior was
We have reason to bless God for what he has
of the Spirit in so many instances to the conversion already done for the three hundred and sixty the expedition up the river Min, which, though
of sinners, as “ Doddridge's Rise and Progress/’ millions of immortal beings who now inhabit not entirely missionary work, yet shows what
the government of this country will do to bin
The two following interesting incidents furnished this empire. Thirty years ago no distributers der the introduction of any tiling which it
of
the
Word
of
God
and
no
heralds
from
the
to the Tract Magazine tor December bv a Pastor
chooses to stigmatize as barbarian.
Protestant Churches were seen in China, or
in Virginia, are recent illustrations of our remark. among the Chinese who had emigrated from
Of all the recent voyages along the coast,
Every Paragraph Marked.—“I called two their native country. An inquiry only was ' the most interesting,an J the only one undertaken
weeks ago to see one of the most intelligent and beginning to made by a few people in England solely for the purpose of extending Christian
influential gentlemen in this county, who was for a translation of the Bible into this language. knowledge, was that performed last summer in
in great distress, occasioned by the recent death Now two complete versions have been made, the brig Huron, by the Rev. Messrs. Medhurst
of a child. I asked him if he ever read Dodd and a third is being prepared; a few ministers and Stevens. The narrative of that voyage I
ridge. He said he purchased a copy last sum of the Gospel have devoted themselves to this presumeyou have seen. Mr. Medliurst was the
mer, of one of the distributers, but had not mission, and ate labouring as they have strength prime mover and agent of the expedition. The
read much of it. In compliance with my re and opportunity ; tens of thousands of portions voyage, which all those who are here connect
quest, Ire promised to read from beginning to of the Bible, and many copies of it entire, have , ed with the mission have long considered as a
end. On calling a lew days after this interview been circulated, some within aud others without ; great desideratum, has quite confirmed us in
i the limits of the empire; and as pledges of fu- ! the opinion that some ship or ships should be
he addressed me as follows:
‘“I have complied with your request. I lure success, and seals of divine approbation, a ' employed constantly on the coast of China, and
among the Chinese settlements in the Indian
have read the whole hook. I commenced read few individuals have professed their faith in I
Archipelago, to convey Bibles, Tracts, and
Christ,
and
by
the
rite
of
baptism
acknowledged
j
ing with my pencil in hand, determined to
their distributers from one island to another,
mark such passages as I might wish to iook at Jehovah to be their God, and Jesus to be their ,
from province to province, and fi orn city to city
asecond time; but I soon put up my pencil, Saviour.
wherever there may be a prospect of doing
Of
the
early
efforts
to
prepare
and
circulate
fori found I should mark every paragraph in the
great good. Such a ship may combine many
hook. I have read it v’ith the deepest interest. the holy scriptures in the language of this coun
of the ad vantages of a Bible and Tract house,
Surely there is no human production like it. It try, you are already fully informed by the Re
has brought me to see myself as I never did port of the British and Foreign Bible Society. and of a Missionary station, being furnished not
before.’ A few days after this he professed What has been there stated I will not repeat only with large stores of Bibles and Tracts, but
conversion, and expects to connect himself with here, hut confine my remarks to the efforts— also with those who can distribute the same,
few indeed—which have been made since I preach the Gospel, and heal the sick. If ne
the church next Sabbath.”
A Church formed.—“About twelve years ago, came to China in February 1830. Of what has cessary books could be printed on board such a
ship, safe from those interruptions which are
the Rev. John H. Rice, I). D. sent a copy of been done in the period of six years, however,
always liable to stop the press where, as in Chi
Doddridge’s Rise and Progress to a sick lady I am able to give you only an incomplete ac
na, its liberty is not secured.
in this country, who made no profession of re count, not having at hand the Reports of the
It was about this time that Mr. Gutzlaff’s voy
ligion. At this time there was no preaching, British and Foreign Bible Society, nor any au
nor was there a professor of religion in the thentic account of the numbers of Bibies which ages commenced, and his loud call for books
neighborhood. The lady to whom the book have been published at the mission-press at led us to determine on undertaking a new edi
tion of the Bible in Canton. In this measure
was sent, soon died, leaving it as a dying legacy Malacca.
By the missionaries sent out from the church- I we were soon encouraged by your second do
to a female friend, who was the mother of a
large family of children. This mother was awak es in America, very little has been done in this nation. While contemplating this new work,
ened and hopefully converted by the reading department. I have not given away at one ■ it was found that very few improvements had
of this book. The conversion of a daughter time, to any one person, so much as one entire ' been made in the version since it was first com
soon followed. This volume soon became the copy of the Bible in Chinese:—among foreign pleted in 1819, and that there were many typo
object of general inquiry and attention, and ma ers, I have had the pleasure of circulating more ; graphical errors in the second edition which
ny were more or less affected by reading it— than a hundred copies in the English, Dutch, i came from the press in 1832. After much de
This led io the adoption of measures for pro Portuguese arid Spanish languages. Nor have liberation, it was unanimously resolved, that no
curing the preached Gospel, aud the result of any copies of the Bible been printed in China new blocks should be cut until the work was
the whole has been the establishment of one of since I have been here. A few copies, in 1833 revised. Revision, therefore now became our
the most interesting country churches in,the were brought from Malacca at Dr. Morrisons first object. These were the views of Dr. Mor
state. I met with this same volume a few days request; a part of them for the use of his fami rison, and of those with him here, and, as I sub
since, in the hands of a lady who was leading ly and a part for his friends. I obtained two sequently learned of both Mr. Gutzlaff and Mr.
it for the first time—with no little concern for copies, one of which I sent to America, the Medhurst, the one then on the coast of China,
her salvation—a concern awakened by the same other I have retained for my own use. In 1835 and the other at Batavia in Java. But while
a few boxes of Bibles containing about two all felt the desirableness of revision, no one
honored book.”
hundred copies, were sent to us from Malacca, knew how to proceed with it. Dr. Morrison’s
and
came as far as Whampoa, but being contra long and familiar acquaintance with the lan
Historians say, that when the clouds blacken
and longer, and the winds and storms arise to a band, (which we knew beforehand, and ofcourse guage seemed to point to him as the man to
fearfui extent,the Eagle weighs with instinctive did not intend they should come up the river,) take the lead in the work ; but his feeble health
precision, its ability to withstand their force they were retained on board the vessel until she forbade his doing so, while his associates in
without injury. If the storm bid fair to rage
with too great force, the Eagle would flap its
broad wings aud soar above them; and from its
GEORGE tV MYERS, PRINTER.
proud altitude looks down with serenity and
composure on the devastation below. Chris
ST. STEPHEN’S DAY.
tians should imitate the noble Eagle. When
He, being full of the Holy Ghost, looked up steadfastly
bickerings ami strife arise in the Church or in
into heaven, aud saw the glory of God, and Jesus standing
society—when hostilities are waxing hotter and
on the right hand of God. Acts vii. 55.
hotter—when thestorms of civil or religious dis
As rays around the source of light
cords rise higher and higher, and the wrath of
Stream upward ere he glow in sight
God thunders in his Providence, into the ears of
And watching by his future flight
his provocators, then they should, on the pinions
Set the clear heavens on fire,
of their faith, rise above the ivorld. Oh, that
So on the king of martyrs wait
Christians would learn to emulate the Eagle and
Three chosen bands, in royal state,*
proudly, through the influence of the Divine
And all earth owns of good and great
Spirit, trample the world beneath theirfeet.
CONDUCTED BY

AN ASSOCIATION OF CLERGYMEN.

NO. 8w

China, for the want of a thorough knowledge
of the language, were poorly qualified to un
dertake so difficult a task. A correspondence
between the persons interested in the work
now took place, and it was proposed that there
should he a meeting of the oldest missionaries
—either in China or Malacca, for the purpose of
facilitating the revision of the Scriptures. In
the meantime the work was commenced by in
dividuals at their respective stations.
Thus
stood the case when the father and founder of
this mission was taken from us.
Your third donation came to us before any
part of the first and second were expended,
and before any great progress had been made in
revision. Thus funds were accumulating; Bi
bles were called for; the edition from the
blocks already cut at Malacca, was but poorly
fit for use: and the .work of revision scarcely
begun. In this situation of affairs, when not
knowing how much time would elapse before
any considerable portions of the revised edition
would be ready for the press, we determined to
appropriate your first donation for Bibles from
the blocks at Malacca, still maintaining the
former purposes of having a new edition exe
cuted in Canton. In June last, Mr. Medhurst
arrived in China, with the intention of expedit
ing the new work. Mr. Gutzlaff had shortly
before that time, taken up his residence at Ma
cao, having accepted an appointment to the
office of “Joint Chinese Secretary and Inter
preter” to the British Commission und< r pre
vious engagements to perform the expedition to
tlie tea districts in the province of Tuhkeen.—
All the time, therefore which he could com
maud consistent with these previous engage
ments, he determined to devote to revision.—
Mr. Morrison who had succeeded his father in
the same commission with which Mr. Gutzlaff
was connected, resolved to employ in the new
work all the hours which he could spare from
his official and other necessary duties. Thus
mostprovidentially, Messrs. Medhurst, Gutzlaff
Morrison and myself, were brought together to
engage in the great and important work of re
vising the Chinese version of the Holy scrip
tures, or rather of re-translating them, for such
indeed is the process in which we are now en
gaged.

I must again allude to the expedition up the
river Min, and to the voyage of the Huron.—
While the first was in progess, the Gospel of
Matthew was made ready for the press, and a
complete copy of it put into the hands of the
native printers, who, according to the usage of
the country, engaged to do the work within a
given time, and fora specific price, and receiv
ed apart of the pay in advance, as “bargain
money.” No sooner did the report of the cir
culation of books on the banks of the river
Min reach Pekin, than

a “flaming despatch”

came down from the capital, ordering the local
authorities to look out for Chinese traitors in
Canton. By a gazette of June last, it appears
that the lieutenant-governor of the province of
Tuhkeen obtained copies of all the books cir
culated there, and sent them up to the emper
or, and earnestly requested him to cause search I
to be made for the natives who had furnished •
foreigners with books “filled with the absurd
fables of western nations.” It was stated that ;
foreigners are allowed to come only to this port, I
that they are not able to read and understand
the language of this flowery land, much less to j
write and print books in it: therefore there I
must be traitorous natives at Canton,—forget
ting, or rather, perhaps not knowing that books
in their language are manufactured at Malacca,
Batavia, and elsewhere, as well as in China.—
Officers, great and small,with all their’deputies,
were put on the alert, both here and at Macao.
It was at this time that the son of Keuh Agang
was seized at Macao, and his father compelled
to fly from his country to Malacca for safety.
Mr. Gutzlaff, too, following up the plan he had
adopted on the coast, circulated books freely
among the people of Macao. Some of these
were sent up to the authorities here, and with
them a false report that they made in our house.
Consequently the senior member of the Cohong
was directed by the govermont of Canton to
call on me to investigate the matter, and ob
tain specimens of the books and blocks. He
came accordingly and made inquisition, and re- i
turned and sent others to repeat the investiga
tion. It was even rumored, I think falsely that
the authorities had determined to “drive” me
from the city. These proceedings stopped the
printing of Matthew, the workmen being alarm
ed and the copy was returned to me. It was
now resolved that whatever might be the state
of things here, a new edition of the whole Bi
ble should be undertaken and executed at Sin
gapore, and with all the expedition possible.—
The voyage of the Huron to Shantung brought
down from Pekin a second edition of edicts,
and called forth new inquiries for books in Can
ton. In the meantime all the materials and
means requisite for our work have been gradu
ally collecting at Singapore. Of the present
state of the work there, Mr. Tracy, through
whose hands a copy of this letter will go to you
will give you the necessary details.
All the materials for printing at Singapore,
for the present, and perhaps for some time to
come, must be procured from China. On the
scale of labors which we have commenced, we
shall probably, by the end of this year, ex
pend the whole of the three donation specified
in the second paragraph of this letter. It is
our desire and settled purpose to urge the work
forward just as fast as we judiciously can, pro
ceeding on the assurance that any amount of
money which can be so employed, will be
promptly placed at our command. The work
of retranslating I hope will be completed by
the end of two years from this time, though it
may be somewhat retarded by Mr. Medhurst’s
absence from China, on a visit to Europe. He
will pursue the work, however, while at sea,
and when in England, and not unlikely before
returning to the east, will pay you a visit in
America, and tell you face to face of our af
fairs. He left China early in January: the

whole of the New Testament and the book of
Exodus were then finished, so far as he was
concerned in them, and he was to send back
the other books of the Pentateuch, Joshua and
rvi
froin ^a,av>a, and the remainder of the
Old Testament from England; with as little de
lay as the nature and circumstances of the case
will admit.
In the circular accompanying our letter the
Corresponding Secretaries of your Society say,
“We are desirous of ascertaining as soon as
possible what tongues there are, into which
translations have not been made, and al
so the number and character of those speaking
these languages.” Permit me to refer you to
Japan, with its 20 or 30 millions of inhabitants.
The Bible, so far as I know, has r.ever been
translated into the language of that people.—
But surely it should not be postponed any longer.
Many of the Japanese speak, read, and write
the Chinese language, and may, through this
version of the Scriptures, gain a knowledge of
revealed truth. But the Bible should be trans
lated into their own tongue. There is, howev
er, no one qualified for this task. It has long
been my wish that the Board of missions would
appoint two men for that people; one of them
might proceed to Paris, where he would find
some helps for learning the language; t he oth
er might come directly to the East, perhaps to
Java, where he should improve all the advanta
ges he can find for gaining a knowledge of the
Japanese language, and at the same time ac
quire the Chinese, both of which should be well
understood bv the first Missionaries to Japan.—
If our Board should not deem it proper to ap
point two, they may perhaps send one, and
your Society another; the latter to visit Fiance,
and then after a year or two, join his compan
ion in the East. The people of Corea, Lewchew, numerous tribes on the East coast of For
mosa, and in the islands of the Indian Archi
pelago, some of whom have no written charac
ter, are wanting versions of the Bible. Among
the latter the Burgis have a strong claim. Of
this interesting race, Mr. Tracy or some of his
associates will soon inform you, if they have not
done it already. The Dayaks should not be
forgotten ; nor the Cambayians, and the people
of Cochin-China and Ting-King, (Tonquin) be
much longer neglected.
If the population and commerce of Singa
pore should increase for many years to come as
they have a few years past, that place will pro
bably be the seat ot your manufactories of Bi
bles in most of the languages spoken through
out these regions. In preparing Bibles for all
the families of the United States, you have
found it necessary to employ no small amount
of men and means, as your Bible house in NewYork amply demonstrates. But here, instead
of thirteen millions, we have more than three
hundred millions, and probably, could their
number be accurately known, not less than four
hundred millions to be supplied with the Bible.
You surely have done well in aiding Mr. Dyer
in his arduous work of cutting punches for the
Chinese characters. Steampresses, it is proba
ble, will soon be called for. Every thing al
most is now in prospect; but the great work
must be entered into with faith and energy pro
portionate to its magnitude. Difficulties and
reverses must not dishearten, nor persecutions
terrify the servants of the Most High. No
imperial edict can nullify the laws of our God:
and wo unto us if we preach not the Gospel of
his Son.

Renewedly asking an interest in your prayers
I remain, my dear brother,
Yours in Christian love,
E. C Bridgman.
THE STEAMBOAT.

Early in last autumn I had occasion to travel
in the north, and mingle much with all sorts of
men and women. Sometimes disgusted with
open and hardened wickedness, or pained by
thoughtless levity, and almost wondering at the
strange humours and inconsistencies of my fel
low creatures, shown in endless variety of char
acters; I mourned and laughed by turns. Some
times refreshed and delighted ny the genuine
feeling and pure Christian simplicity, and activeChristian principle exhibited in all the beau
ty of holiness, I went on my way, gleaning, as
I hope something profitable for my own heart
and full of interest to the beloved fire-side cir
cles at home.
From the large noisy, busy, town of Newcas
tle, I wandered along the coast to the ruins of
Tynemouth Abbey; and, in meditative musing
on days gone by, suggested by the venerable re
mains before me, 1 scarcely perceived the ap
proach of evening, till the darkening horizon,
where but one stream of golden light remained
to tell how gloriously the blessed sun had sunk
to his repose, warned me to retrace my steps.—
The screaming sea-bird seemed to reproach me
as an intruder on her solitary way—the great
ocean heaved darkly on, rolling forth volumes
of mighty sound—making the sublimest of mu
sic. I could gaze on it, and listen to it forever!
‘The sea is His, and He made it.’ Surely it
speaks in a special manner His wonders and His
love! I marvel at those, I pity those, who see
in it nothing but a dull and wearisome mono
tony. I could not make such understand me.
Peace be with them! They have, I hope their
enjoyments—they shall not laugh, or frown Rie
out of mine.
Darkness gathered around me, the way was
long and dreary, and to expedite my return, I
embarked at shields, on board a Steam Boat__
The deck was crowded with a noisy and motley
group of colliers and market people, and I took
refuge in the cabin below. There, in a dark
corner, sat three poor women, who quietly and
respectfully made room for me beside them.__

One was a Quaker; she had retired with char
acteristic modesty from the confusion that reign
ed above, and sat the picture of neatness and
peacefulness—her hands folded across her gray
shawl—waiting her emancipation from so un
congenial a situation. Her right hand neighbor
had a sickly infant on her knee which she sadly

GAMBIER OBSERVER.
qualified to discharge the duties of the Episcopate,

the

party or defeat its enemies; but as a matchless to profess himself, whether a Christian or a lies, constantly enjoying religious and other increasing cares of a large and rapidly growing diocese,
mismanaged, and - piteous cr.es it spoke the
rempe, where we delight to be, to contemplate .Moslem, and urged him to make the profession privileges. I tro>t their ignorance which is have prevented the constant and unwearied attention which
severities of its little sorrows. I here was some
he intended to abide by. as upon it would be vet great, may give place to intelligent views
thing in the appearanceoftheth.ru h male that the beauty, the symmetry, and magnificence of based the steps he intended to take, declaring of truth, and that God may write their names t* is diocese required.
the
structure:
and
to
increase
our
awe
and
ex

deeply interested me. She was deadly pale
Owing to the want of this, the Church lias suffered much
to him at the same time, that if lie was a Mos in the book of life.
her garb was of the poorest kind, and her woe- cite our devotion to the Deity there preached
in severa! villages in which it had been planted will) the
lem we had nothing more to do for him ; hut
and
adored.
”
—
Churchman.
struck. though peaceful countenance to d of
best prospects of success. Instead of finding them united
that if he were a Christian, we would do what
many sorrows meekly borne. In her hand she
T H E O SERVER.
and increasing in their attachment to the usages of our be
we could. In reply he professed before per
held a basket of tracts and little books foi sale.
MISSIONARY.
loved Zion 1 have found them scattered, dispirited, and
haps a dozen Moslems, whom mv presence had
At the time of my entrance, she was endeav
<;AMlilEit, WEDNESDAY, JAN. 4, IR37.
their affections even chilled towards the church. In some
orino to pacify her neighbors child, and to in acquittal of a DKUZF. ARRESTED e,0U becom drawn together, that he was a Christian and
that were they to burn him at the stake he
instances, we haw lost (I trust only for a time.) those who
fuse some common sense into its mother. I
ing A CHRISTIAN.
DIOCESE OF MICHIGAN.
would die a Christian. These by-standers im
from their standing and influence in Society, might have
joined mv endeavors to hers, but in vain.—‘Well,
[Letter fr >m It >■. Mr. Smith, Missionary to Syria and
We have copied below from the Journal of the rendered the Church essential service. I hey had given
sir ' she said, ‘it is sometimes a blessed tiling to the Iloly I/ind, dated Beyroot, March 17 1836, and pub mediately reported my visit to the governor,
and I was liarihy gone before he was thrust into late Convention of Michigan, the interesting Ad up all hope of having the church organized in this part of
hear them cry, it shows there is strength to lished in the Missionary Herald for December.]
the inner prison, and ordered to lie put in chains. dress of Dishop McCoskry. A subject of no lit the country, and with families around them needing in.
struggle. I have seen them when they could on
An event lias recently occurred here, having My visit proved very opportune. He had not
ly moan — when I should have blessed the Lord
tle importance, as connected with Diocesan limi :,truction in ho'y things, they were obliged to give up the
for one such cry as this.’ ‘Our friend.’ said the so important a hearing upon our labors ami then been brought before his accusers; hut
tations, is introduced—f/i«f of the ecclesiastical church of their affections, and take refuge with those who
prospects,
that
I
hasten
to
report
to
you
the
soon
after
they
came
and
tried
every
means,
by
Quaker, ‘has been sorely afflicted, but 1 tell her
had followed the scattered sh- ep of their fold, and nourish
pro nises ami threats to make him say that he relations of the Churches in the Territory of Wis
the Lord is surely with her, for she bows with leading circumstances connected with it.
ed them with the bread of eternal life. Much however
You
are
aware
that
apostacy
froir
Moham
was
a
Muhauuiiedaii.
With
unshaken
firmness
the spirit of meekness.’’
consin. It is v ell known that but a short time ago has been done in establishing the Church in various places,
medanisni
is
prohibited
by
Moslem
law
under
he
persevered
in
declaring
himsell
a
Christian,
I asked her story, it is the story probably of
that country was included under the territorial gov and in giving efficiency to those already organized. In the
hundreds. She told it with all the simplicity penalty of death; and that this law has hitherto and they at length leit him still in the inner pri
ernment, and made a part of the Territory of Mich places visited by your temporary diocesan, 1 have found alt
son.
Such
a
confession
had
never
been
made
been
strictly
executed.
Yet
it
has
been
a
ques
of truth—with all the earnestness of misery.
tion
of
much
interest
to
missionaries,
whether
in
Beyroot
before;
and
much
public
attention
igan. Before any separation had taken place, the increasing attachment to the institutions of the Church__
‘My husband was a book binder, but his
prejudices that once existed have been removed—the stand
health left him. He worked in his bed when under the influence of the innovations recently was attracted by it. The poor man in his Diocese of Michigan was organized, and of course
lie was too weak to set up. We sold our fur introduced into this country from Europe, this dungeon, aware of the danger of his situation included all then knowm under the name of Michi ard of piety elevated—and the evidence furnished that his
labors have not been in vain. I would also here record
niture to pay his doctor—but all would not do. law would not become a dead letter. Lately seemed to spend much ot his time in prayer .
— He lay helpless in his bed for weeks, with this question has become one of great practical and was often heard by his fellow prisoners, in gan. Wisconsin therefore was then a part of that my just sense of the services of my Rt. Reverend brother,
hardly a rag to cover him. I, and my seven interest to this station, in relation to the Druzes the watches of the night, calling upon Jesus Diocese. Recently, however, a new territory has the Bishop of Illinois. His short residence in the diocese
little ones, did what we could to earn a in irsei as you will learn from our last joint letter. But Christ to help him. He even sent directions been formed consisting of so much of the region has been productive of much good. .Many kind enquiries
of bread—my poor John could do no more! It we hardly thought, when penning that letter, to a friend respecting the disposal ot Ins few once identified with Michigan as has been usually were made for him, and a det p anxiety manifested for his
effects, in case he should he martyred, there
was the Lord, and he was very merciful, for lie that it was so soon to be tried.
success in his new field of labor. Having such guides be
The Druzes are not really Moslems; but in by showing his calculation to persevere unto known as Wisconsin. The clergy’ of that region fore me, 1 found the wav comparatively easy, and was re
sent a kind lady, who put my husband into the
seem to have taken it for granted that because this ceived every where with a most cordial welcome.
Infirmary. There he is well looked after, though consequence of their profession, they have ever death.
Whether any thing could he done by us for change of civil relations had taken place, their ec
if it had so pleased God i could love to nurse been treated as such by the law; and recently,
I shall now lay before you in detail the duties I have
him myself. Oh—if he come back to me in on the ground of this profession, soldiers have bis release appeared very doubtful. He was in clesiastical position had also been changed—that performed since my consecration to the Episcopate. This
health I shall have more than I can desire or been levied from among them, as from the oth the employ of no European when seized, so
took place in St. Paul’s Church, Philadelphia, on Thurs
er Moslems. It is true that some have from that lie cou tl not he claimed as a protected sub because no longer under the civil, they were no lon day, the seventh day of July last. It had been appointed
deserve.
‘About a month ago, three of my little ones time to time in years past joined the native Chris ject. Nor had we as protestants, any religious ger under the spiritual jurisdiction of Michigan.— tor the fifth of the same month, hut owing to the illness of
fell ill of the hooping cough—they fell sick one tian sects in Mount Lebanon, without molesta rights io the country by treaty, which could Before the consecration of Bishop McCoskry and the beloved Bishop White (and at I.is request) it was post
by one—they coughed day and night—I would tion ! but then it was done in secret, under a give ground to anv official interference whatev tefore his election was ascertained, they applied to poned to the period above mentioned. It was a gteat dis
have given my life to ease their pain—but it was local government that favored Christianilv, and er. There was no way hut to see that the case
be received as part of the spiritual charge of the appointment to him as well as to myself, that he was una
not to be so. I saw them die, one by one, and the converts were therefore never complained was brought as soon as possible before the
higher
au
tborities
of
the
land,and
then
left
to
be
of
to
the
Mohammedan
authorities.
The
fact
Missionary Bishop, Dr. Kemper. How far this was ble to preside and officiate on this occasion. lie had felt
they looked peaceful when death was on them!
I laid them side by side in the same grave, and however, has for years been well understood, decided according to what migi t be their views right—how far the duties of the Bishop of Michi and taken a deep interest in the question touching the
I tried to say, ‘They are taken from the evil to and here we found ground for encouragement. of justice and toleration, N"r were we un gan should be considered as connecting him with election of Bishops for dioceses (destitute of the canonical
number of Presbyters) in accordance with the provisions
come!’ ‘I shall go to them, though never can We hoped,should a iy convert of'ours be seized willingon the whoki, that such a test should he
they return to me.’ She stopped, and with the for punishment, to be able successfully to plead presented to them, that we might know what he Church in Wisconsin, was a question of much of the canon passed for that purpose at the General Con
mportance which would naturally present itself to vention of eighteen hundred and thirty five. But God
back of her hand quietly wiped away the tears established precedents. But the local authority was to he expected of them hereafter.
L i’he American consul at Beyroot, who took Dr. McCoskry immediately upon entering on his in his infinite wisdom saw fit to prevent him from partici
from her eyes. I laid my hand on hers, and which was favorable in those eases, being papal
said, ‘Your dear children are happy far beyond is opposed to us, and could not be expected to a deep interest in the case, addressed a letter to
pating in this holy service, and your Bishup was obliged to
Sol.'iman Pasha, next in power to Ibrahim, and work—one indeed which he could not avoid taking commence a new link in the chain, which hinds us as 4
what even you could desire for them- They lift a finger in our aid.
The case which 1 am about to relate to you wild was then at Sidon on his wav to Beyroot.— into serious consideration. It is evident that he Church to Christ and his Apostles. During his illness, I
are in the hands of God! and He is with you
in all your trouble. Underneath you is his ever is til it of the D-uze, whom 1 mentioned in my Tills was favorably received, and the pasha re considers Wisconsin as just as much connected enjoyed the mournful pleasure of watching his decaying
lasting arm supporting you. This is his doing. letter of December 2d, as the only one, who, plied with kindness, adding a wish that t'.e per with the Diocese of Michigan as ever—m the strength, and also the gratification of hearing him give his
He must do well; ‘Whom he loveth he’chasten- together with his family, still persevered in at secuted family should send a petition to him,
tending regularly upon our instructions. My by which the facts might he brought before him ground that having once been a part of that Dio dying testimony to the value of the religion lie professed
eth.’
and adorned.
The merits of Jesus formed the only ground
‘I know it, I know it!’she exclaimed. ‘Thank first acquaintance with him was in September so that he might be ready to judge when lie cese, no mere alteration of civil relations by the
you Sir, for those blessed words. Yet ungrate or October last. He was brought to me as one should arrive at Beyroot. This was accord government of the U. States could have taken it of his hope. In all his sickness, he exhibited the meekness
ful as I am, 1 cannot yet love His correction. I who wished to put himself anil family under our I ingly done, and the requisite evidence hearing away. No authority but of the Church, in General of a little child, and gradually sunk to res I, with his mind
unclouded, “in the communion of the Catholic Church, in
fear I do not say from my heart, ‘Thy wili be instructions and embrace Protestantism.---- j on ihe case was prepared. A petition was also
done’—mine. 1 have yet another precious Though a native of my immediate neighbor j sent to the governor. Mr. Smith proceeds in Conveation, could authorize a separation. In thi the confidence of a certain faith, in the comfort of a reusonopinion we fully agree, and suppose it has only to | able religious and holy hope; in favor with his God, and in
child sick at home,the pride of my heart—and a hood, he had spent a part of the several last the narrative—J
Having sent this petition, we felt that we had be considered a single moment, to be acknowledged perfect charity with the world."
blessed daughter she has been to me, but 1 be years in a village not far off. belonging to the
lieve she must go, for death is in her sweet face. mountains. There lie had two of his sons hap nothing to do but to commit the case to God uy any one. It would be a singular position in
At his request, the Right Rev. H. U. Onderdonk of
I thought when I left her this morning, I should tized by the Mar,mites, and had professed him- and wait for his providence to work out the re
Pennsylvania presided and officiated at my consecration,
deed
that
our
Church
would
be
in,
if
without
any
hear her speak no more, but i was forced to seek selfopenly to be no longer a Druze, but a Chris sult. Upon this result important consequences
assisted by the Right Rev. G- \V. Doane, of New Jersey,
a morsel of bread lor her and myself. And tian. He had been prevented from receiving depended. Should it lie unfavorable, all fur connexion with the State, the jurisdiction, the du and Right Rev. Jackson Kemper, Missionary Bishop for
ther
inquiry
(night
be
t
becked
among
the
Di
u
baptism
however,
by
fear
of
his
relations,
who
why should I desire to hear more words from
ties and responsibilities of her Bishops were sub Missouri and Indiana. You are aware that some difficul
her in this world? they cannot he better th in had once gone in a body a id beaten him. He zes, through fear of persecution. Should it be jected to its common legislation, so that without ties aiosetts it regards the interpretation of ihe canon, un
her last. ‘Dear mother,’ she said, and smiled, now wished to remove bis family again to bis favorable, it ivould be almost an epoch in Mo
any reference to the interests ot the C Lurch, a bill der which your Bishop was elected. Some of the Bishops
all-suffering as she was, ‘perhaps 1 shall be gone house in my neighborhood, if I thought he hammedan government, establishing the prece
dent,
before
untried
in
a
legal
tribunal,
that
a
would
fie
in
no
danger.
Having
then
a
good
in Congress defining the bounds of a new Territo thought it necessary for the Bishops to meet together as j»
to Heaven before you come back; but I shall
find Jesus Christ there, and I will pray him to deal of influonce ever the Druzes around me, Druze, notwithstanding his profession of Mo ry should be also a law in the General Convention body for this purpose, and (hat a majority of the whole
number was alone competent to elect under the provision
and over his relations among the rest, I told hammedanism, has the right to embrace Chris
come and comfort you. ami take care of you.’
circumscribing the visitations of its former Dioce of theeanoti. Others contended that the canon gave the
•O, sir! you are a kind Christian; if you have him to bring his family down, and send his chil tianity, and that even in the protestant form.
little ones at home; do nut love them too weil! dren to school, attend upon every opportunity Thus would the door he opened wider among san. Should an act of civil legislation divide Penn right to each Bishop to send his vote by letter to the pre.
May you find them again in health, and never of religious instruction, and I trusted no harm the Druzes, and more countenance be given to sylvania into two States, we question whether the -idmg Bishop, for the person desired lor that office. The
our labors in the country.
know how hard it is to see their little dying ago ■would befal him.
Bishop of Pennsylvania would take it for granted majority of Bishops adopted the latter interpretation Of
The poor man had his fond dailv sent to him
He followed my advice-, and from that time
the canon, and in this way your Bishop was elecied. It
nies, and kiss their cold lips for the last time!
that, without any act of the General Convention,
has been to me, however, a source of much comfort, that
Yet do not thinx I complain,I hav emuch.much he and his family were regular attendants upon by us, with messages to cheer him. Induce
all
Pennsylvania
were
not
still
his
Diocese.
my Right Rev. Brethren who differed from the majority,
more than 1 deserve. Sometimes I have thought our religious services, and four of his children ments to persevere he needed not, as he was
Bishop McCoskry has only expressed a modest and who no doubt conscientiously declined acting under
my heart would break, but it was wicked to were in our schools. He professed a strong at fully determined upon this from the first, and
The case was prolonged.—
doubt—for God has never failed, in my great tachment to the Saviour,was an attentive hearer never wavered,
opinion on the subject and left it for future deter the canon thus interpreted, have since my consecration cor
est need to raise up friends; and when 1 think of the gospel and evidentl y made progress, as Soleiman Pasha's arrival was delayed from day
mination. He has said only what could not be dially welcomed me into the Episcopate. I trust the disof a happy eternity to come, I feel that the suf well us his wif’ealso,in religious knowledge. Both to day, and nothing heard from him, except a
cussion of the provisions of this canon and the difference of
ferings ot this life are not worthy to be compar were anxious for baptism, openly declared them word now and then from Mr. L., diplomatic avoided. The case seems so plain and the two opinion thus existing will lead to more careful and precise
agent
of
several
European
consuls,
attached
to
selves
protestants,
and
were
known
as
such
by
ed to it.’
Bishops most connected with the subject are of legislation on this subject, so that such embarrassments
She ceased—and, shall I be ashamed to own all. Even an officer of' the emeer besheer re the pasha’s suite, that lie was still interesting him such a spirit, that there will be no difficulty in may he hereafter prevented. I left Philadelphia on the
it? my tears flowed fast; yet I scarcely blessed spected him in this character, leaving him un self in it.
having the matter suitably determined.
fifteenth day of August, accompanied by the Rev. Samuel
At length the pasha arrived; and the poor
the Christian’s God, who can make His ser molested, on finding in his hand a testimony
Marks and Rev. Henry F. M. Whitesides, the former a
vants to triumph even over misery like this.— from me that he was a Christian, while he was prisoner s wile immediately waited on him, and
‘Godliness is,’ indeed, ‘profitable unto all things seizing all his Druze neighbors for soldiers.— continued waiting at his gate daily. Every ob EPISCOPAL CONVENTION IN MICHIGAN. Presbyter, the latter a deacon of the Diocese of Pennsyl
having promise of the life that noiv is, and that He was never admitted to our church, nor did stacle was thrown in the way ot her access to
We have received a copy of the Journal of the vania. Both of these gentlemen have presented to me
letters dimissory from ihe Bishop of that Diocese, which
we consider that we had sufficient evidence of him by the governor, and generally only the
which is to come.’
Special Conventions of the Diocese of Michigan,
Our iittle voyage was done. The time had the conversion of his heart. Yet he was regard presence of the consul’s janissary could get her held in Detroit in the years 1835 and 1838. The have been duly accepted, and they have entered upon the
duties of their respective offices in this diocese. On the
been short. Yet oiTr hearts were warmed with ed bv the public as having to all intents and admittance. Sometimes she was told to cou.e
to-morrow, and sometimes she was promised his last Convention assembled in Detroit on the 28 b 25th day of August, I arrived in Detroit, and met with a
a kindness as of many years standing
With purposes joined us.
He was thus living quietly nt home, when, release. Once or twice she received orders and 29 h October; there were present at its sit. hearty welcome from my parishioners. It was very grati
the sincerest interest and respect I assisted my
poor friend to disembark; and at parting put a somewhat more than a month ago, it was repor from the governor, as she supposed, for his re tings, the Bishop, 6 Presbyters and 35 Lay Dele fying to me, to find so beautiful a church edifice and so
few shillings into her hand, for the use of her ted to me one Sabbath evening, that some offi lease which produced no effect. But it appear
gates. C. C. Trowbridge, Esq. was chosen Secre large a parish in this city. Seldom have I seen one inor<?
invalid. ‘ There,’ she exclaimed, ‘did I not say cers of the governor were searching for him. I ed in the end, that all these hindrances were
commodious, and a people more attentive to the services of
immediately
sent
out
and
brought
him
from
his
created by the Governor. ’The pasha was well tary. The Trustees elecied at a former Conven
right? the friend in need is sent me again—Sir!
the sanctuary. It is a singular fact, and one which should
He will bless you, who receives the cup of cold hiding place to my house, where, according to disposed, wishing only to accomplish the object tion to take charge of the funds proposed to be encourage parishes placed in similar circumstances, that
rights
granted
in
this
country
to
Europeans,
no
without
the
appearance
of
European
influence,
water as given to Himself. I will praise Him
raised for the support of the Bishop when he shall the congregation has been kept together by the zealous and
for you and for me; He will- hear the blessing one would venture Intake him without my leave and without stining up Moslem fanaticism.—
be
relieved from parochial care, made a report, untiring exertions of some of the Lay members of tho
The
governor
’
s
last
pretext
for
delay
was,
that
of her who was ready to perish. Oh, may hea or at least that of my consul. In this asylum
he
and
his
suns
remained
for
more
than
a
fort
froi..
which we learn that lands valued at five thou Church who have not been ashamed or afraid to lead the
as
the
man
belonged
to
the
mountain,
hf?
would
ven bless you now and forever.’
devotions of the Sanctuary. The blessing of God so strik
give
him
up
when
an
officer
of
the
emeer
should
night,
the
officers
almost
every
day
searching
She returned to her sad Imine and her dying
sand four hundred and fifty dollars have been alrea ingly manifest upon their labors, must he to them the high
demand
him
;
thinking,
doubtless,
that
he
had
child—“sorrowful yet always rejoicing.’ I, to for them in the neighborhood. 1 repeatedly
dy given to that object. Messrs. Marks, O’Brien. est reward. Since my arrival I have continued to discharge
my solitary inn,where, in the visions of the night sent to inquire of the select men of the Mos so prejudiced the emeer that no such demand
Farnsworth and Trowbridge were appointed a the duties connected with the Rectorship of this Church*
lems
wlio
sent
these
officers,
what
was
wanted
would
lie
made.
But
it
so
happened
that
the
my meditations were sweet, for they rested on
the reward of the Christian’s sorrows meekly of him; and was uniformly answered that the officer of the village where Kasim was seized Committee “ to act in conjunction with the Bishop an account of which will he given in their proper place, j
borne; on purified affections—on holiness, anti governor had heard that he had become a pro was within the reach of our influence. Word in the revision of the Constitution and Canons of hope that provision will soon he made for an assistant min
happiness, and Heaven! Some struggling rays testant, and wanted to see him Io inquire was immediately sent tohim, and he came down the Diocese, and in the preparation of a new Con ister, so that a large proportion of my time may be given
of comfort break through the deepest gloom, what had induced bi n to take such a step. and demanded the prisoner. Driven thus from
to the diocese.
stitution and Canons, to be reported to the next
even in this dark valley, one by one, the rolling As it was well known, however, that he was every subterfuge, and threatened at last by Mr.
As I was anxious to become acquainted with the want#
Convention.
”
threatening clouds disperse—the Sun of Right” with me, and the governor made no demand of L ipi, with being deposed from his office, he
of the diocese, I left Detroit on my first visitation 011 Fri
eousness himself, breaks forth ut last, and all is me for him. and the search for him gradually finally presented himself in person at the
The following persons were chosen the Standing day the 23d of September. On the evening of the sameceased, J began to think that the affair had no door ot the prison, and told Kasim to go forth
meridian day!
Committee of the Diocese, viz: Clergy—Rev. John day 1 arrived at Munroe, and on Sunday (vile seventeenth
Reader! are your best affections set on things other origin than the complaint of an enemv free.
O
Brien, Rev. A. S. Hollister, Rev. Samuel Marks. after Trinity,) 1 preached in Trinity Church three times,
above? If not, oh! where will your trembling to these select men merely, and that they would
I bus terminated, after an imprisonment of
soui find refuge in the hitter day of sorrow, in carry it no farther. The man, also, being poor seventeen days, the first ease of a converted Lai.ly—Henry M. Campbell, Chas. C. Trowbridge, and administered the holy communion. Owing to the
sickness of some of the members of the parish who were
tue awful hour of death.'' Lose not a moment, and unable to five without laboring, could not Druze called to confess Jesus Christ before a Dan B. Miller, Peter E. Demill.
for ‘why will ye die?’ Seek peace and secure continue long thus inactive. Accordingly hav Moslem tribunal. How great the change of
The Convention made choice of Mr. Henry G. anxious to be confirmed, the administration of this rite
happiness in the word and ways of God. He ing the offer of an oven about an hour distant, Moslem ideas of toleration indicated by its fa
was postponed. 1 was much pleased with the condition,
Hubbard
as Treasurer.
under the government of the mountains, he was vorable result! So great has been the fear of
will not cast you out.
hoih temporal and spiritual of mis parish. The congre
The following persons were elected Delegates gation is large and increasing in numbers, and from the
If you have laid up your treasure ar.d fixed induced to take it. being by trade a baker.— Moslem wealth in similar cases, that Druze no
your heart in Heaven, blessed are you!—you Here it was thought lie would tie safe, as the bles of the highest rank, in embracing Christian to the General Convention, viz: Clerical—Rev. number of communicants, there is a reason to believe, it is
need no words of mine; you know and follow governors of Beyioot have never been allowed ity in their mountain fastnesses, have not dared Samuel Alarks, Rev. John O’Brien, Rev. A. S. Hol also improving in spiritual things, giving evidence that the
the paths of pleasantness and peace! Yet a lit to seize men within the territories of the moun even to this day to let it he publicly known, and
labor: of its indefatigable Rector (the- Rev. John O Hel
tle while, it may be, you must struggle ‘and tains. He accordingly moved his family thith have concealed their religion in the veil of by- lister, Rev. James Selkrig. Lay Delegates—Chas. en') have not been in vain. Five years since, this parish
fight the good fight.’ The Christian armour er for a permanent residence, hoping, when the pocrisy.
C. Trowbridge, Dan B. Miller, Joseph W. Brown, had scarcely an existence, and few Episcopalians acre to be
tightens with the using. Victory, glorious vic- present search was over, to attend our meetings
I lie poor man immediately came to us from Elon Farnsworth.
found in the village- They now enjoy evcir (omenienco
‘Evp tv ti"
y°urs’ ,or lbe Lord is your shield! every Sabbath.
his prison, thanking the Saviour for his deliver
The
next
Annual
Convention
was
appointed
to
for the proper performance of the worship ol God, and af
' fni-3 J, nwl8*ttn nor ear heard the things' laid
He was hardly settled here before the gov ance. Even for his imprisonment also, he
rejiilce.- ernment, contrary to all usage, sent out a num thanked the Lord, only complaining of some be held at Ann-Arbour, on the last Thursday in ford additional evidence that our Chimb must and will
prevail if she he exhibited by a zealous and holy ministry.
the -Lord „( Hosts maKhB"d<>ay when ber of officers, and seized him as lie was work vicious boys, who were allowed to come daily September, 1837. On the second day of the Con
shall be His!
1
h,s jewels, you ing at his oven. The ci ime alleged against him and curse his religion; a ,d of his brother wlio vention, Bishop McCo.-kry delivered the following I returned the next (lav to Detroit and held a special con(irmatlon on Wednesday the 28th of September, in St.
was the same as already mentioned, that he had had mocked him in his dungeon, wishing that
ADDRESS:
Paul’s in this city- T|lis 'vas tlolle to accommodate an of
become a protestant. On the road lie was se he might come forth from it, only to enter his
RIGHT USE OF THE
Dear Brethren .•
ficer in the army and his wife, who were communicant*
verely beaten to make him confess that he war grave.
We should use the Scriptures," savs the
It is a subject for devout acknowledgement in the Church and were passing through the city to a dis
Ihe man and his wife still appear well, they
usirious Robert Boyle, as quoted by a writ * " a Moslem ; and on reaching the city, was thrust
into prison. Fearing that he might through are constant attendants at our family devotions, to Almighty God, that <-e are permitted to meet together, tant part of the country, and feared that an opportunity
the British Critic, “not as an arsenal, to be
sorted to only for arms and weapons to defend fear deny Christ I visited him as soon as posi- are thankful and interested recipients of instruc with the Church in this diocese fully organized. Although would not soon be presented, of thus complying wRh theble in prison, and asked him what he intended tion, and three of his children are in our fami
requisitions of our Church.
you have enjoyed the kind supervision of one eminently

GAMBIER OBSERVER
I again left Detroit on Fridiy, September 30th, accoin. from Niles. I had the pleasure of meeting at Niles, an
panted by a member of my Church, who kindly furnished active and zealous churchman trom tiiat place. lie in.
We with a conveyance and went with me throughout the formed me that a sufficient sum had been subscribed for

Diocese. 1 would here express iny grateful sense of his
kindness, and my indebtedness to him for iny ability to
fulfil all iny app lintineuts.
I arrived at J psilanti on the
evening of the day I left Detroit, and preached in the

culate on a rapid ineruase of our beloved Zion. Not sim
ply in iuuneric.il strength, hut of those who love the Lord
Jesus Christ, and live godly, righteously and soberly in tne
the erection of a large church edifice, and since my return* world. Let us, inv beloved brethren in the ministry, see
I have received information, that a sufficient sum was also to it, that we are faithful to the solemn trust committed to
subscribed lor the support of a clergyman. Nothing hut us. Much responsibility rests up in us in giving a right
previous appointments prevented me from going thither.— direction to the religious views of this infant diocese. Let
Every exertion shall be made to procure for them a Pas there be no compromise made with the views of the men
tor. On my return homewards, 1 preached at Edwards- of this world. L -t us holdlv, vet affectionately preach
burgh, October 12.
This is a very flourishing village and Jesus Christ and him crucified and the promise of God is

building belonging to the Methodist Society, which was
kindly offered mi the occasion.
The congregation was
large and attentive. There was a Church organized in this
place a few years since, Imt owing to the removal of some numbers among its population, several active members of pledged, that we shall prevail in pulling d iwu the strong
of the inhabitants, and the want of mi listeriat services it our Church. There are several villages not far distant, in holds of sin and Satan: and of building thereupon the
lias ceased to exist. I found, however several members of which, I learned there were several Episcopal familie.__
kingdom of our blessed Lord
our communion, who rejoiced to have an opportunity of Tiiese villages connected, would form an interesting field
To the lay members of our communion, 1 look with con
again uniting in her services, and of listening to the mes for the labours of an active clergyman. I hops the ser fidence for a cordial co-operation in all measures calculat

sage of peace.

Since my visit, I understand a liberal sum vices of one will he speedily procured.
ed to further the interests ofour Church. It devolves upon
has been subscribed for the erection of a church edifice and
On S iturday, Oc o'ter 15. 1 reached Tecumseh, and you to hold up the hinds of the ministry. Without this
the support of a Pastor. I trust their exertions will beef on Sunday, (the twentieth after Trinity,) 1 preached in the they will labor in vain. I look to you for a liberal provi
fectual,and that soon our Church will be again organized in initialing and night in St. Peter's Cnurch. and in the af sion to supply their wants. If they are permitted to strug
this village. October 1. I preached at Dexter, a sinafi ternoon in St. Patrick’s Church, C iutoii, five miles dis. gle will) poverty, to be obliged to become dependent by in
village 20 miles distant from Ypsilanti. A Church lias f taut. In the former church I confirmed five persons and curring debts for the co n n m necessaries of life, little bene
In the latter, at the fit can he looked for from their exertions.
been organized in this place for some time, and was, and administered the holy communion.
Let it not he
is now, connected with the Church at Ann Arbor as a Mis- request of the Rector, I baptised five children These p ir- so in this diocese
I do not ask for them riches, hut I ask
sionary station.
Owing to the want of ministerial ser ishes are connected and are under the care of the Rev. Mr. a competent support for tneir familie'.
Thus supplied,
vices the congregation w; s almost gone,and the tin Episco Cole. I was much pleased to find that the five persons con they can give themselves wholly to the ministry, and
palians residing in the village and neighborhood had almost firmed united with us in the cnmmtminu. This is what we
given up the hope of again uniting in the services of our should always expect. If m We c u‘e Were taken in the
Church. As there was no Church edifice, 1 preached in a presentation of candid ites for this Apo-tolic rite, less room

through the blessing of God, will he the
plishing among you much good. Let
dili-'eut and faithful in the discharge ot
ing to our respective stations; and above

means of accom
us then lie activetl'e duties belong
-ill, let us contin

school house which was well filled by attentive hearers, some would be given for unkind re narks from those who differ
of whom had travelled several miles through the rain. A uum us. The Gospel promises no blessing hut on the 1 u ,||y look to Qod, without whom nothing is strong, tiotlivigorous effort lias since been made to revive the Church, fulfilment of certain conditions: neither does the Church. ing is holy; that lie will have us ill his holy keeping, and
and I trust by the blessing of God on the exertions of the To enjoy the former, repentance and faith are indispensi- make us the happy instruments of accomplishing his wil]
Rev. Mr. Marks who divides his time between this place hly requisite—the church requires nothing less. In all her in our day at)d generation.
and Ann Arbor, the Church will increase and numbers be services she teaches, that nothing but an entire reniincia
added to it of such as shall he saved- On Sunday, Octo tivn of sin, and unfeigned faith in C-irist cm secure the fa

ber 2, (the eighteenth after Trinity,) I preached twice hi
St. Andrews Church, Ann Arbor. I held the services in
the Sunday School Room beneath the Church, as the lat
ter is not completed. The congregation was quite large,
especially at the afternoon service. The Church edifice
will he, when finished, neat and commodious. This par
ish has also suffered much lor the want of a Pastor. They
have however, with commendable zeal persevered in the
erection of a Church edifice, which, it is expected, will he

ready for consecration in the spring. As I before remark
ed, the Rev. Mr. Marks officiates in this parish part of his
time, and from his well known zeal and faithfulness, much
good may he expected.

tor of God. And especially she demands these from those
who present themselves for the reception of this rite. "For
confirmation is nothing more nor less than a solemn pro
fession of the religion of Christ. To view it io any other
light, or to suppose that a blessing will he received on less
conditions than those mentioned, is to mike it an idle cere
mony, and attempt to lower the requisitions of the gospel.
I trust therefore that highgrouud will he taken on this sub
ject—that the church may he kept free from those, who
have a name to live and vet are dead,
Both of these parishes are in a highly prosperous condi
tion. They give evidence of unwearied labors on the part
of their former worthy Rector, the Rev. Mr Lystcr, who

has gone to Ireland for the btnefit of his health: and also
on the part ot him who now labors among them in holy
things. It is worthy of notice that the Church in Tecu n •
sell owes its existence, in a great degree to the zeal of a
worthy layman ot the parish. Before its organization, and
tie,'ore there were any Episcopalians in the village, he reg
ularly on each Lord’s day, read sen ice and a sermon to his
family. After some time it became known to some of the
October 4, I reached Marshall, and preached in the neighbors; who occasionally attended. His congregation
evening in a school house obtained for tills purpose.— gradually increased: and he now has the happiness to see a
Through the earnest solicitation of -ome members of our beautiful church erected—a large congregation of devout
Church residing there, I remained and preached the fol worshippers—a minister of Jesus teaching the way of sal
October 3, I left Ann Arbor for J.acksonburgh. 1 had
not made an appointment for this place as it was thought
no Episcopalians were to he found there. I was however’
agreeably surprised to find several persons solicitous for the
organization of a parish, and who were willing to contri
bute liberally for the support of a Pastor. I shall endea
vour as soon as possible, to obtain the services of a clergy
man for this place.

lowing morning.

Considering the short notice given ot vation; and many enrolled as the followers of our blessed
Lord.
I reached Detroit on Tuesday the I8th day of Oct.,
with a thankful sense of the goodness of God, in preserving

my arrival, (which was not looked for, on account of the
badness of the roads) the attendance was very good. There
are several Episcopal families residing in this place and j
understand several in the vicinity. Since iny visit a
Church has been organized uiv’er the title of Trinity
Church. It is hoped that in a short period a suitable
building for their accommodation will be erected and tile
services of a clergy man be obtained.
This town appears

ine through many dingers, and in enabling me to perforin

a journey of more than five hundred miles without any se

rious accident, I h ive not as yet been able to visit the
parishes north of Detroit under the care of the Rev. Mr.
Hollister. Tills will be done as soon as possible. I re
gret that the Rev. Henry Tullidge; who was appointed a
to be increasing rapidly, and presents as promising a field
missionary io Mt. Clements, Dearbornville and Gros Is
for missionary labor as any other in the diocese. I bad
land. has resigned his appointment, owing to eircumstan •
written to the Rev. Cyrus II. Jacobs, late of M irtinsburgh
ces beyond his control.
1 hope he will, at a period no, far
Virginia, ur ging bis removal to this diocese and location
distant, he numbered among the clergy of this diocese.
at this place. He had felt a deep solicitude for the success
Air. D-iv'd J- Burger, late a candidate for orders in the
of the gospel in the west, and led me to hope that at no
diocese of Virginia, has presented his letters dismissory to
distant period he would have cast in his lot with us. But
me from that diocese, from the lit. Rev. Dr. Moure.
He
God has seen fit to order otherwise. He has been sudden
has been received into this diocese, and I intend to admit
ly removed from the scene of his earthly labors, and I trust
him to the deaconship oil Su idiy next. For the last few
to enter upon the rest prepared for the people of God —
months, he was with my consent, officiated as a lay reader
.My letter inviting him hither, I presume lie did not re
at Kent, in this diocese. He has organised a church in
ceive. Although not belonging to this diocese, I In pe it
that village under the title of St. Mark's, and when ordain
will not be thought nut of place to record my expression
of-regret at his unexpected death. I had lung and inti ed intends to return as their Pastor.

mately known him.
He was an active and zealous min
ister of the Gospel, and few men of his age were more
* honoured, in turning many unto righteousness and from
the power of Satan unto God. I left Marshall Oct. 6th,
and reached Allegan on the evening of the 7th. Owing
to the badness of the roads I did not arrive until late at
night, too late to preach. I did not hear of any Episcopa
lians in the place. On this account I did not remain the
nextdav, as I had an appointment to fulfil at Kalamazoo.
At Allegan the proprietors have reserved a lot for an Epis
copal Church, and I slmil therefore endeavour to have a
clergyman sent there as soon as practicable.
We should
never be discouraged in our efforts to extend the Church
because Episcopalians are not found in the places visit-d.
With a faithful ministry it can he planted every where, and
must and will succeed. The town alluded to is growing
rapidly, and so far as I can learn, now contains as good a
population in point of morals, as any in the west.

Since the organization of Michigan into a State and her
supposed admission as such into Union with the United
States, the clergymen officiating at Green Bay, Navarino
and Winnebago, have thought that their connection with
this diocese had ceased.
This, however, I apprehend is not
the case. These places are embraced in the diocese of
Michigan. For although the limits of a State are getier
ally to he considered as the limits of a diocese ab >-it to lie
formed, yet a diocese having been organized and existing
prior to such civil arrangements, cannot he in any way ef
fected or its limits abridged. This can only he done by ec
clesiastical provision. The Church recognizes no connec
tion with, n or interference >n the part of, the civil govern
ment. Merely for convenience she takes the limits of

States as the limits of her dioceses; and if it happen that

the latter are formed prior to the former, it can in no way
limit the jurisdiction or abridge the rights of her Bishops.
If so, the civil government would have complete control
over our ecclesiastical rights, and a union virtually be form

October 8, I preached at Kalamazoo in a school liou-e
to a verv large and attentive congregation. I found sever- ed, which all would deprecate and depiore. Every dio
al English families in this place, members of our commu- : cesan might, (if the civil government thought fit) he shorn

nton and also others, deeply anxious to have the services of: of his jurisdiction, and our C.iurch

a clergyman.

forced to increase the

Before I left, a considerable sum was sub

number of her Bishops, not to suit the convenience or out
scribed for the erection of a church, and if n faithful mis of regard to the wants ofher members, Imt to keep p ice with
sionary could he procured, there is ground to hope, that in civil enactments.
I have felt it my duty under existing
a short time a large congregation would he gathered. Oil circumstances to present my views of this subject to this
the Slh I reached Constantine, and on Sunday (the nine convention, as 1 intend to exercise iny Episcopal functions

teenth after Trinity) 1 preached at White Pigeon, a village four miles distant.
I he lrcshytei ian church was !
kindly offered to me, in which I officiated. In the after- j
noon I returned to Constantine and preached. In this
place, beautiful in its location and rap’dly increasing in
poptilation, a church has been organized under the title of

in every part originally embraced under the diocese of Mi
UIitil its limits arc narrowed by the proper authori
tv. If the opinion advanced he wrong, it will, when I am
convinced of it, be speedily changed. My only desire is
to |,aVe the subject no'iced, and views solicited from those

who have long been conversant with the affiirs of our
It is connected with White Pigeon and Mott- Church. I hope by the blessing of God, to visit the places
ville as a missionary station. The Rev. Mr. Whitesides alluded to in the coining year. They are too remote to he
has been appointed as the missionary.
His labors are ve long connected with this diocese,and I shall he most happy
ry acceptable, and we may confidently expect the complete in acceding to any plan, which may secure to them more
establishment of the Church in the villages in which he la frequent Episcopal visitations, and be the means of build
bors, especially in the two first mentioned. Mottville is ing them up in the faith of the gospel of Jesus Ch ist.
St. James.

a verv

small village and not likely to increase. I have
therefore directed him to substitute f^r it Centerville, u

I have thus presented to you, my dear brethren, an ac
count of my first visitation of our interesting diocese. In
thriving little village ten miles from Constantine.
every place I received the greatest kindness and attention .
October 10, 1 preached at Niles. The Presbyterian Nothing is wanting but faithful men to preach the gospel,
church was kindly given for this purpose, as the Episcopal to secure the rapid increase of the Church. There is no
Church is not yet completed. It is expected that it will field in our country more inviting. Many Episcop d ians
be ready for consecration in a few months. It is a very are to he found scattered throughout the State, who long
neat building and reflects much credit on the untiring zeal for the speedy erection of the “house” of the living Godof the Rector, the Rev. Mr. Sclkrig, and the few Episco Besides.an anxiety is felt by a large proportion of those
palians in'tbis village. This is a missionary station,
1 he who are not members of our communion, to see our
missionary, however, extends his labours to several vill iges Church firmly established in the west. They look upon it as
in the neighborhood. There is great need for the services the ark of safety—the refuge from the distraction and er

If the ministers
of clergymen in this part of the Diocese. Villages are rors which are rife throughout the land.
rapidly springing up, and now is the time for us to take of Christ not only exhibit the luveliuesss of his icligion in
possession of the land. I regretted I had not made an ap their public ministrations, but also in all their intercourse
pointment for St. Joseph’s, a village about twenty miles with the world, we may through the blessing of God, cal-

SAMUEL A. M.COSKRY.

cast aside these little better than badges of worldly
honors and distinctions, and their ministry assume
modes of address more becoming their station and
more consistent with the character of their meek
and lowly Master? Nay more,—without being
considered as going too far, or becoming chargeable
with the ultraism of the day. might we not be per
mitted to suggest the propriety of considering,
whether or not it would be expedient to dispense
with even the simpler and humbler titles usually
adopted by the ministry of our own loved Church,
and in their stead substitute the yet simpler and
humbler, and what is more, the truly apostolical
appellations of Bishop. Priest and Deacon, as the
only names of distinction by which her clergy
should be known? This could be done not only
without sacrifice of principle, but to the advance
ment of the best interests of the Church ; for in so
doing we should remove some of those obstacles
to her welfare found in the prejudices and prepos
sessions of men. and which, though inconsiderable
and often most unreasonable, yet nevertheless tend
material'v to retard the extension of her borders.
A return to primitive and apostolic simplicity on
the point referred to, we doubt not would meet the
prejudices of some who are now “straining at. a
gnat and swallowing a earned and in some degree
satisfy the scrupulosity of others, wholook for in
the present ministry such an entire unadornedness
in worldly things, and such a perfect conformity
with primii iv° customs as cannot reasonably be ex
pected in the present far different state of society
from that which prevailed in the days of the apos
tles and early Christians. Without pretending or
presuming to direct or dictate to those higher in
authority and wiser in counsel, the writer of these
lines Jias thrown together the foregoing thoughts;
To the subject which they embrace, perhaps an un
due importance has been attached. Whether or
not tl«ey may be deemed deserving of being pre
sented to the readers of the Observer, they are of
fered to its columns by one, whose regard for the
Church of his adoption and his love leads him to
look upon nothing as too trivial and unimportant,
winch may possess even the possibility of conduc
ing in the smallest degree to her welfare and pros
perity. .Convinced, as he is, of her advantages, as
well as of her antiquity, and prizing as he does
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Bishop or Bombay—The Rev. Dr. Carr, late Arch
deacon of Bombay, has lean consecrat 'd Bishop of that
Diocese. 'The Episcopal establishment in India is now
beginning to he what it should he. Instead of one chief
overseer for the millions of souls in that vast region, there
are three—Bi'hop Wilson, at Calcutta, Bishop Coirie, at
Madras, and Bis op Carr, at Bombay. The Lord be with
them!—Missionary.

Elisha Bates, a distinguished preacher among the I' riends
.in England, has withdrawn fiom that society; and has re
ceived Christian baptism nt the hands of Dr. John l’ye
Smith. lie has published a pamphlet in I oiidoii. entit
led, “ Reasons for receiving the ordinance ot Christian Bap
tism; to which arc added, Some Observations on the Lord’s
Supper in a letter addressed to the Society ot friends.—
By Elisha Bates a minister of the Gospel in that society.”
—2V. Y. Obsercer.

Tracts in Japanese.— The indefatigable GntzlafF has recently sent to the Secretary of the Tract
Society in Boston, a manuscript tract in the lan
guage of Japan, for the purpose of having it litho
graphed for distribution in that island, hitherto i;o
inaccessible to the light of the Gospel. The fol
lowing extract from the letter of this missionary
gives the history of the Tract.
The Lord in his goodness brought three Japan
ese under my roof. They had lost in 1831, both
Her heavenly ways
the mast and rudder of their vessel, and were driv
Her sweet communion, solemn vows,
Her h ymns of love and piaise,”
en on your coast, where the vessel was wrecked
near the Columbia river, and only three' survived it is not only his prayer to God, that she may ever
out of fourteen. Though twice on the eve of em appear in the bright and beauteous robes of right
barkation for Japan, I have always been prevented eousness, holiness and peace, which become and be
from going to that country. As however these long to the spouse of Christ ; but also his heart’s
people, after many adventures, were finally entrust desire, that her beauties and her excellencies may
ed to my care, I thought it a sacred duty to ac he more and more generally seen and received
quire from them their language, in which they are amongst men, and a juster and more deserving re
well versed. After a great deal of trouble, 1 could gard paid to those claims, which she holds forth, as
make myself understood ; and I began now to in a Church, apostolic in her ministry, primitive in her
struct them in the way oft eternal life, assisted by mode of worship, as well as sound and scriptural
some works upon that language. By degrees (one in her doctrine. ’
Ignatius.
of them understanding a little English.) they caught
hold of my ideas, and rendered them into good Ja
MARRIED,
In St. Paul’s Church, on Tuesday morning, by the Rt.
panese. Thus we have gone on several months,
Griswold, the Rev. Wii.i.ia.xi Warland, mitrom morning to evening, until I resolved upon Rev. Bishop
f Trinity Church, Bridgewater, to Miss RuXANKA
writing tor our mutual instruction the leading doc Se vku, of this place ( Boston )—Chr. Witness.
trines of our faith, viz ;—redemption bv the blood
of Christ. In this they took great interest, and
BTXSjO,
In Newark oil 27th lilt. George, the only child of the
did their utmost to render me every assistance in
Rev.
G
eo
.
D
enison
aged
1 yen- and 9 months.
the language, and in this’ll! inner the accompanying
■-„<ob-.t...... .
’•
,ract was comple.ed. Il contains the birth, life
and death, resurrection and ascension of our Sa
Missionary and Education Committee.
viour, and some parts of the Acts, in the most sim
The Quiiterlv meeting of the Education and Mission
ple language, and will be understood by the com ary Committee of the Protestant Episcopal Church, in
mon people, since we have been incessant in our the Diocese of Ohio, will beholden at Gambier oil Mon
endeavors to follow the genius of the language, day the 9th of January 1837. Applications for aid from
consul ed both an E iglish vocabulary and a native Beneficiaries must be made ui writing to the Secretary pie“
dictionary, and also prayed for heavenly assistance. vious to that day. JOSEPH
MUENSCHER.
I thought it best to begin with the adorable Saviour,
Secretary if the Board.
knowing that, in him alone is our strength, and sal
Gambier, Dec 21 st. 1826.
vation through his name is also promised to this
remote people.
RELIGIOUS INTELLIG ENCE.
Eusebius’ History.—We obsesve that a new
edition of this valuable Church History, translated
by Prof. Cruse, has recently been published in Bos
ton, to which is appended a Historical View of the
Council of Nice, by the Rev. Isaac Boyle.
For the Gambier Observer.

A SUGGESTION.

SUMMARY.
The Ohio institution lor the instruction of the Deaf
and Dumb, under the patronage of the legislature is in suc
cessful operation.
Governor Lucas states that out of 119 convicts, who>
within the last two years, have been discharged from the
penitentiary ot this Slate, but 3 have been returned.__
There have been 39 convictions le s during the present,
than in the preceding year.
The governor recommends
the legislature to make arrangements for giving I etivr and
more systematic moral and religious instruction to the in
itiates of the prison. A salutary recommendation.
'The expenditures of the Government of the United
States, for the year 1836, are estimated .ft .31,435,032 dol
lars.
The estimated income of the government, for the year
1837, are estimated at 24,000 000, and theexpenditures for
llie same time are computed 25,753,831 dollars.
'The imports into the United States during the year end
ing 30lh September, 1836, are estimated at 173,540,000
dollars being an increase of near 24,000,000 dollars over
the preceding year.The exports during the same period are computed at
121.789.000 dollars, being an increase of 35 423 dollars.
The coinage at the Mint oflhe United States, from the
1st of January, 1836. to the 1st of November, 1836 has
been 3 619,440 dollars of gold—2 877,000 of silver—22,634 dollars of copper. The whole number of pieces of all
kinds is about one mi l on —Cincinnati Chronicle.
Tiie Rev. John Witherspoon D. D. L. L. D. of Cam
den S. C. has been elected to the Presidency of Hano
ver College, la. vice Rev. James Blythe D. D resigned,
and has accepted the appointment.
Dr. V itherspoon was
Moderator of the last General Assembly— Cincinnati Jour*
nal.
The legislature of Pennsylvania, at their last session
granted a charter for a new college, to lie located at Mer
cersburg, Franklin County, by the name ot Marshall Col
lege. It is under the more special patronage of the Ger
man Reformed Church.
The theological seminary ot that
church, which was formerly at Work, has been removed to
Mercersburg.
The Rev. F. A. Rauch D. D. is president
of the College.
University of Berlin—In this University there are one
hundred and forty nine truchers, and seventeen hundred and
seventy seven students, or one teach.r to about twelve stu
dents.
From the Massillon Gazette of the 7th inst. we learn
that the merchandize exported from that place during the
time of navigation, for the last year, is valued at $750,459
00. The goods imported are estimated at $1,588,671 00.
In exportations the increase this year over the last is put
down at $250,450 00.
The Atlantic Silk Company of Nantucket is in a flourish
ing condition.
They have 50,000 mulberry trees and
power looms. Silk companies are increasing gradually all
over the country.
The Steam Whistle.—Mention has been made several
times lately, of the new contrivance forgiving the alarm
to people who cannot he trusted to their own eyes and
caution in the vicinity of rail roads. Its effect is thus de
scribed.
The locomotive has one eontrivanee of a most peculiar
character- It carries a brass whistle which is blown by the
sie.un, wbeliever .-inv animals come upon the track, or a
cross road is passed. No words can describe the shrill,
wild,and unearthly sound produced bv this arrangement.—
In going, through the woods, the noise is peculiarly start
ling, and it can he heard fur miles.

A new Cnurch was organized in the city of Buffalo on
the 12th of Oetohei last, by the name of 'Trinity Church,
and the following gentlemen elected wardens and vestry
men.— Samuel L. Russell, Harry Dow—Churchwardens!
E. IL Cressey, Charles Winne, D. L. Hempstead, Robert

The Rajah R un It >v, son of the celebrated Rajah l!ammoliun Roy, Ambassador from the King of Delhi, who
died in this cbuiitry in 1833. arrived on Sunday last from
Lord L.vnedocli’s on a visit to the Rev. A. it. Kenney, of
Lichfield, and liai been introduced to some of the leading
families in tha’city.
The Rajah professes the Church of
England reli.i in, end speaks the English language remar
kably Well---- Staffordshire Adv.

List of Letters
Remaining in the Post O ffice at Gambier Jannry Isf 1S37.
James Bonnar 2, Philander Burr, Hugh Brown, Wm.

T. Curtis, Christophir Cox, John C rson, Thomas Dixon,
Charles Eaker, C. W. Fitch, Lewis Granger, C. S. John
son, Mary C. Johnson, Greenfury King, Adam Lvharger,
Hollister, J. Stringhain, A. S. Sterling, Jesse Petersen. Thomas G. Mitchell, Jacob Mix or William McFarland,
Alexander McKee, 'Ik & M. McCormick, Pledger, Ivory
F. H. Harris— Vestrymen
& Co. Abraham Ridglev, L. D. Shoemaker, Elijah Smith
3. R. P- Smith, Mrs. J me Smith, M is-'Eleano Sherwood,
The Rev. John W. Brown has been appointed to be the 'Thomas Templer, W. B. Turnbull 3, John Uffurd, Alcolleague of the Rev. Horatio Southgate, jun., oflhe Per plieus White.
M. T. C. WING, P. M.
sian Mission.

It has frequently struck me as somewhat singu
lar and anomalous in the usual mode of designa
Chinese Metal Type in Paris. — A letter from Rev.
tion or address applied to the ministry of the
Church, that the highe t of the three orders should Robeit B.iird, at Paris, addressed to the Secretary of tie
alone have attached to it its appropriate and speci Western Foreign Missionary Society, gives an interesting
fic appellative. When by way of distinction as statement of the progress in that city of the work of pre
well as respect the appellation of Bishop is inva paring Chinese metal movable type for printing the entire
riably given to the first order, I see no good rea- Chinese Classics. If printing our own languageof twenSO wily the equally appropiiale epithets of Pres- j ty-six ill plialictical letters involves so much time and space,
byter, Priest, or Elder, and Deacon, should not be it is plain, ill it to print the Chinese*, which has tnor e than
a plied in the same way to the subordinate grades. as many thousand characters not obsolete*, must lie an hcrNam?s and appellations
of the kin J,’ indeed,
are in I culcan
,
i
...i,:„i . i
-i
,■
11
.
work, as it is one which was long considered nnpracthemselve-s of but little moment. Souie tines, how ticahk
ever, attention to them is necessary, and often con
“Of late, however, (says Mr. Baird.) M. I’uuthier, a
venient. In the present case, it seems to me that
distinguished member of the Asiatic Society in Paris,
tue observance of such a distinction as the above,
communicated to M. Marcellin Legrand, a most skillful
or rather the extension to all the orders of the
typographer, who has charge of the department of type
ministry of a mode of designation which we now
apply only to one, wo ild no; only better comport founding in the royal printing establishment at Paris, (Rue
with the practice of a Cnurch, which claims to be du Clierche Midi, No. 99.) his intention of pruning a
simple and apostolic in all its usages and customs; translation of the' works of Confucius with the Cliin.s.*
but it would al-o remove a imni.est am liguity or text oil the same page. This led M. Marcellin Legrand to
want of discrimination, which the present nomen resolve to make the experiment of preparing Chinese mov
clature involves, respecti lg the particular grade of able type, not only for the works of Confucius, hut for the
individuals belonging to the last two orders,—the whole language. And M. Pauthier has agreed to super
stme title and addresses being commonly used in intend and direct the whole undertaking.”
It is ascertained, that after retrenching from the 43,496
reference to both. Tne adoption ot the prac.ice
suggested would, moreover, possess another un characters contained in the Imperial Dictionary of Kliang
doubted and decided advantage over the present Hi, all those which are obsolete, insignificant, or defective1
one, inasm ich as it would more definitely and dis hut 30,000 rem tin ; and further, that these 30,000 may he
tinctly pre.ent to common observation and more arranged into two classes—one typographically indivisible,
constantly and steadily keep before the minds of the and the other typographically divisible; and that with 9,people that peculiar and apostolic feature of our 000 characters, prepared, like c mi ll in type, from steel
Cnurch,—a threefold ministry ; whilst at the same punches, and used separately and combined, the wh le lan
time, it would cut off ail objection of minor con guaye may be printed. A set of matrices of these 9.000
sideration, inJeed, and of little validity, but one, type will cost about $4,000; and from these, type may he
which is sometimes brought against.the clergy, viz: cast for as many missionary stations as may he necessary.__
•in overweening fondness ot having appended to American Tract Mag.
hair names titles and distinctions savouring too
Clerical Changfs.- I he Rev. Samuel Starr, who has
much of the spirit and practice of the world. From
some o le more deeply versed in ecclesiastic lore, 1 been officiating in Sr. Mary’s Church, Burli -gtou, has ac
cepted a call to St. Michael’s Church, Trenton, N. J.
should gladly learn, for my own satisfaction and
I lie Rev. IL Williams has resigned the rectorship of
for the instruction of others, when this allowed in Trinity Church, Elkton, and accepted an invitation to AH
novation upon apostolic simplicity took place ; anJ Saints’ Cnurch, Calvert county, Md. — Churchman.
in what particular way originated those loud sound
Baxter’s Call published in Russ —The Rev. Mr*
ing and pompous prcenodiinn nf “ Venerable, Very Biown, of St. Petersburgh, writes from London, Septem
Reverend, Most Reverend, fyc.” which we rind ap ber 14, “It will, I doubt not. afford you much gratification
plied to many of the clergy in some sister blanch to learn that Baxter’s CM io the Unconverted has been
es of the Church ;—not to speak of our own less translated by the Bishop of Archangel, and printed at the
office of the Holy Synod ot Moscow, with n
pretending titles of Reverend and Right Reverend. printing
warm recommendatory preface by the translator.”—Am.
Would it not be desirable to see such Churches Tract Magazine.

For Sale,
The new, neat and convenient

Frame
Cottage, situated on the south side of Brooklyn-street, Gambier.
The house was built ini
lie best manner by Messrs. Fuller & Patch,
tinder toe •.uperiiitendence of the subscriber, is 38 feet front
by 32 feet deep, with a piazz.a in the rear.
There are 8
rooms, 4 on each floor, and a ball running through the cen
tre, is well furnished with convenient Pantries and Closet*,
and lias a good Cellar 32 feet by 16.
The Parlours are
finished in the best style, with folding door-, and the doors
throughout are trimmed with American Locks, i tie house
is in all respects one of the neatest and most convenient in
the country. 'There is also a good Stable 24 by 16 feet
and a wood bouse on the Inf.
Possession given on the 1st of May next.
January 4th.
M. WHITE.

For Sale,
JV3OVT 1,250 ft. JSEJ3 OP LAZTD
in the 4th quarter of the 7th township and 12 Range U. S*
Military Lands, being the remainder of' the “ North Sec
tion,” so called, belonging to Kenyon College, situated on
both sides of the road from Mt. Vermon to Coshocton, and
watered by Schencks' Creek; on which are about 250 acres
first rale bottom land, and a valuable

MILL PRIVILEGE.
Said tract lies within 4 miles of Mt. Vernon, and 24 of
Kenyan College. It lias been surveyed into lots containing
»ro:n 80 to 110 acre- each, anti will lie offered at private
sale until the Ist of February next, at which time the bal
ance will lie sold at public auction to tile highest bidder, nt
tile 'Treasurer’s Office at Gambier.
Terms of Sale___One third of the purchase money
in hand—one third in 12 months, and the remainder in 24
mouths, with interest.
J. nuary 4.

SUBSCR1PTIONS RECEIVED.*
Boardman.—-Ethel Starr, $2 00, Hannah F. Kirtland,
$2 00, J Northrop, $2 00Canfield__ Curtis Be rdslev, $2 00, Horace Hunt, $2
00. Joseph Basset, $2 00.
Gambier.— Rev. Nelson E. Spencer, $2 00, Doct. B.
F. Bat'll.$2 00, George P. Williams, $2 00, Charles F.
Holly. $2 00.

Medina.—John Clarke, $2 00, Eben Welton, $2 50.
Perry---- Lemuel Holme-jun. $2 00.
Portsmouth. — Enos Gum*, $2 00, Washington Kinnev
$2 (Mb
'
Springfield---- John McCullough, $2 00.
Sieubenville—Rev. Intrepid Morse, $2 00, Alexander
Cunningham, $2 00, Miss Deter, $1 CO, Bczalccl
Wdls Esq. $2 00.

* I he subscriptions acknowledged from week to week
in this manner are for volume 7th. For monies which
may he received for previous volumes receipts will be sent
to individual subscribers.
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POETRY.
From the (London) Christian Observer.

THE VALE OF INNISCARRA.

From a Poem entitled “Home, by the Author of Emmanuel.
There is a valley fair to me,
A spot that I have loved to see,
A scene that ever dear must be;
The ^ale of Inniscarra,
For I have seen the mountains there,
Their wild romantic summits rear,
As if to shut from mortal care
The vale of Inniscarra.

And I have watch’d the river stray,
And, winding oft its course, delay,
As if delighting to survey
The vale of Inniscarra.
And oft, methought the morning sun
With more than wonted radiance shone,
As if it loved to smile upon
The vale of Inniscarra.

But when the moon rose o’er the hill;
When all was silent, save the rill;
Oh ! then appear’d more lovely still
The vale of Inniscarra.

Sweet vale, where oft my childhood play’d ;
Where oft my steps delighted stray’d—
Where many a green bower fancy made—
Sweet vale of Inniscarra,
Still memory paints thy pastor's dome,
Of true benevolence the home;
Though its loved inmates now must roam—
Far—far—from Inniscarra.
Though absence early friends divide,
And we have long been sever'd wide ;
May that affection ne’er subside
We knew at Inniscarra.

When time has riven many a link,
And made us calmly feel and think
Upon the well-known river’s brink,
Which flows through Inniscarra.
Where oft we met, if we should meet
In after years, it may be sweet
To muse on hours that pass’d so fleet—
So blest—at Inniscarra.

Reclined upon that verdant sod,
To trace the wond’rous hand of God,
In all the ways that we have trod
Since leaving Inniscarra :
To muse on happy days of yore,
On friends not lost, but gone before—
And these far sever’d ones no more
To meet at Iij^iscarra :

And, as the waters murmuring by
Recall the past to memory,
To view with glad, yet moisten’d eye,
The vale of Inniscarra.
Within its church, all ruin’d now,
No more is heard devotion’s vow ;
Another from the hill's dark brow
Looks down on Inniscarra.

But far more sacred—far more dear,
To me the ivied walls appear ;
Nor can I e’er unmoved draw near
The church of Inniscarra.

There some dear friends are laid at rest,
No more by mortal care oppress’d ;
And some, ere long, that I love best,
May sleep at Inniscarra.
There buried, too, this heart shall cease
To beat;—this body rest in peace ;
This eye shall close—no more to trace
The vale of Inniscarra.

P A It E N I’ A L .
ANNALS OF EDUCATION.

The number lor December of this valuable
Periodical contains some very exelient papers
having a direct bearing on the inreresting sub
ject of education. We make a short extract
(says the Boston Journal) from one of these pa
pers, which contains much good sense, and is
well worthy the attention of all parents and
instructors. It relates to the
Effects off Scolding Children—The philoso
pher Locke, in his ‘Thoughts concerning Edu
cation,’ endeavors to dissuade those who have
the care of children, from scolding them, espe
cially in anger. It lessens, says he, the authori
ty of the parents and the respect of children;
for they distinguish easily between passion ano
reason; and as they cannot but have a rever
ence for what comes from the latter, so they
quickly grow into a contempt of the former; or
if it causes a present terror, yet it soon wears
off, and natural inclination will easily learn to
slight such scarecrows, whieh make a noise, but
are not animated by reason.
Few of the errors of young children are re
garded by this philosopher as really vicious :
and it is only when they are vicious that they
are to be restrained with so much pains. Even
when they really do amiss voluntarily, a mere
Jook or nod ought to correct them. Or if words
are sometimes to be used in the management
of the child, they ought, says he, to be grave,
kind and sober,! epresenting the ill, or unbecomingness ot the faults, rather than a hasty rating
of the child for it, which makes him not suffi
ciently distinguish, whether your dislike be not
more directed to him than his fault. Passionate
chiding usually carries r»ugh and ill language
with it, which has this further ill effect, (hat. it
teaches and justifies it in the children; and the
names that their parents or preceptors give them
they will not be ashamed or backward to be
stow on others, having so good authority for
the use of them.
lucre is so much of truth in these sayings of

Mr. Locke, that I wish they could be fastened,
like the words of the Jewish law, to the very
door-posts of some of our houses. Not that
they would do much good where the habit of
scolding forever, is already fixed; but the dis
ease is so dangerous, and a remedy is so much
needed, that almost any expedient is worth pro
posing.
I am not ignorant that hundreds, during the
last one hundred and fifty years, have tried to
evade the force of Mr. L's reasoning, not by
Showing him to he in error but simply by ridi
cule. Locke, they say, was not. a father; and
‘old bachelor’s children are always well govern
ed.’ Now we find many of the truths which
Mr. Locke teaches, and this among the rest,
so stamped out in broad and plain characters,
that it is impossible—-borrowing the language
of scripture—for him who runs, not to lead.

Who has not observed that those parents who
frown and scold much are among the most onsuccessful in the art of governing the;r families?
1 believe it will be difficult to find an exception
to this rule; or at least to find a single family jn
which there is much scolding, where any thing
like good discipline is preserved.

For the Gambier Observer.

ON THE DEATH OF A BEAUTIFUL BOY.
Yes, thou art dead, and 1 can gaze
Upon thy placid brow;

Death could not rob it ol its grace—
Thou’rt beautiful e’en now.
I could not die while thou didst live,
Life seemed so full of joy,
Thy very presence seemed to give
A bliss without alloy;

And when I felt thy twining arms
Clasping my cheek to thine,
And gazed on all thy cherub charms,

And thought that thou wert mine,
My glad heart swelled with joyous pride
And I forgot to trust----

But stricken sore, he drooped and died—
O God, I own’t was just,—
Nay, more, ’twas merciful in Thee
To take my cherub home,

he, “I hope this bout is over.” “Ah! my lord,”
says John. “I humbly ask your lordship’s par
don, and I promise never to commit the same
fault again.” “Ay ay,” says my lord, “you are
right, nobody can prevent sickness, and if you
should be sick again, John, 1 shall see it, though
perhaps you should not complain, and I promise
that you shall always have the same advice and
the same attendance that you have had nov .”
“God bless your lordship,’ says John, “I hope
there will be no need.” “So do 1 too,” says -his
lordship, “but as long as you do your duty to
me never fear, I shall do mine to you.”—Chris
tian Witness.

MISCELLANY.
REV. MR. BAIRD’S TOUR IN HOLLAND
AND BELGIUM.

Paris, Sept. 21, 1836.
To the Rev. Pro. Proudft. Cor. Sec. of the Foreign Evan
gelical Society.

and. at the same time, humble us by the perception
fair to advance the kingdom of Christ greatly. quiry,
of how little we can know without his aid.’
‘
At the same time there is room to fear that the
It is thus with the science of natural history. The p.ir’
opposition whieh those who belong to this sect ther we advanfce in knowledge, the better do we perceiv^
are encountering, may lead to very grave con how much we do not know, and this perception ,m,st
sequences ere long. It is to be hoped that the ever abase the most profound naturalist. “ The minute
seriousminded sovereign of that country will philosophers,” to borrow an epithet ot the great Berkley,
“ may think, for a time, that their boasted discoveries are
yet take such a couise as will prevent so direful irrecoticileahle with revelation. They may raise the sand
an issue. I ought to add that the ministers and hills of their systems, and think from them to demolish (he
ending laymen who constitute this sect do not fortress of the divine word. Vain and impotent the atprofess to hold any other doctrines than those j U|npt! Some fortunate discovery, as scienc^advances, de
the whole by a single roll of its mighty waters,
recognised in the ancient standards of the Re inolishes
and the next wave washes it into eternal oblivion. Let us
formed Dutch Church, as settled by the Synod not fear, then, that revelation can ever be seriously assailed,
of Dort; and in fact, that the principal cause or injured, liy philosophy. It may sometimes he wounded
of their secession from the established church is in the bouse of its friends, by too great a degree of sensi
the alledged fact that the church has.toso’great tiveness, which may prompt them to embrace untenable
theories, and distort the language of tile Bible, to make it
a degree departed from the true faith. The king accord, with what they consider as the result of experi
has lately issued an ordinance by which, under ment. ”—Du. Jarvis.
certain very onerous but probably practicable
regulations, this new sect can hold their meet
SOURCE OF THE MISSISSIPPI,
We find the following interesting article relative to the
ings and act as a church, until they shall be re
source of the Mississippi, in the St. Louis Bulletin, of the
cognized by the competent authonty, (the Leg 21th pit.
islature) as a church or denomination entitled
The distinguished French astronomer and mathematici
to a place under the protection of the laws an, Mr. J. N. Nicollet, now engaged in a tour of scientific
and on the same footing with the other denom observation through the different stales and territories of
the Union, has recently visited tile northern regions of the
inations which are recognized by the state.
United States, and succeeded in penetrating farther into
Belgium.— I spent some time in Belgium, on the interior, with a view of making the discovery of the
rnv way to Paris, for the prosecution of several true source of the great “Father of Waters.” than lias ever
objects connected with my mission to Europe. been before accomplished. Mr. Nicollet left Fort Snell
This is a very important country. It has a pop  ing, mouth of the St. Peters, about three months since,
at great expense and trouble transported hi? splendid
ulation ofabout four millions and two hundred 3iid
set of astronomical and other instruments through a coun
thousand souls. Notwithstanding the Roman try offering obstacles at every step, taking advantage of
Catholic religion is the religion ot almost every every opportunity to ascertain latitudes, longitudes, tlie
body that makes any pretentions to religion, magnetic variations and dips, the intensity of the force of
there is no other country on the continent of gravity, geological and mineralogical examinations, and
indeed every other observation connected with the sciences
Europe in which there is so perfect a toleration which might he considered useful not only to himself, and
of all others. This is a most important fact.
the various scientific and literary societies in Europe and
There are few Protestant churches or minis the United States, to which he belongs, but to the whole
ters in Belgium. The door is, however, wide scientific world.
In this short space of time Mr. N. has made more than
ly opened for good effort. The Rev. Mr. Bou two thousand astronomical observations, besides noting
cher, of Brussels, is labouring with much pros many other important facts calculated to enable him to car
pect of success in that important city, whieh is ry out fully and satisfactorily the important objects of his
the capital of the kingdom. At Ghent, at De- expedition to the source of the Mississippi. His maps and
vismes, and Antwerp, there are evangelical min charts have b,en examined by a correspondent ol' ours,
whose knowledge of tlie greater portion of the countryisters: making in all some five or six. Their through which Mr. N. passed, is general and accurate, ond
hands need greatly to be strengthened. And pronounced to be most perfect. They fuily establish the
the appeal which is made by those brethren to latitude and longitude of many of the most remarkable
the churches in America ought by no means to places in tlie north-western region of the United States.—
By the important discoveries of Mr. Nicollet, we are put
be disregarded.
ill possession of the valuable information that tlie source of
There is great room in Belgium for the distri the Mississippi is not (as heretofore stated j in tlie La
bution of good books and tracts. And it is Beascli Lake, which Mr. Schoolcraft denominated tlie “It
cheering to see that the British and Foreign asca,” but that Rivers arc the true source, and not the Jake
Bible Society, through the agency which it in question.
It is laid down and established by Mr. Nicollet that the
maintains at Brussels, is every year scattering true source of the “Father of Waters” is to be found in
far and wide through the kingdom the sacred five different Rivers, an extension of the waters of which
Scriptures. May the Lord smile upon these forms tlie La Beaseh Lake. Thus has the honour of this
and all other proper efforts to advance his cause discovery, so contended for by many travellers and writ
ers, been reserved for Mr. Nicollet, and we sincerely hope
in Belgium,

Holland.— From Germany I passed into
Holland. My stay in that country was not long
but long enough to permit me to visit the most
Ere sin had shed its gloom
important cities. Holland must ever be a very
interesting country to the friends of liberty,
Upon his pure and stainless soul.—
science, and the Protestant religion.
I'll weep no tnore, my spn,
As to liberty, one can never forget or cease
But joy that thou hast reached thy goal,
to
admire the protracted and dreadful struggle
Thy crown of glory won.
which the Seven Provinces, as the country was
then called, made to free themselves from the
T E M P E It A N C E.
yoke of bondage, and the almost incredible suf
ferings which that memorable contest cost.
TEMPERANCE BY CONTRACT.
As it regards science, it may truly be said
An employer at Springfield, Mass, contracted that no other country in the world, containing
not long since with one of his journeymen that an equal population, has produced so many men
he should work at a stipulated price, and not who have adorned and advanced science and
drink any ardent spirits, under pain of forfeiture literature as Holland has furnished. For three
of a certain amount of his wages. The journey centuries this has been so. And even at this
man broke his contract, and then sued his em moment that country is inferior to none in the
ployer for the amount of the forfeiture, on the number of her men of learning, nor in her in
ground that the contract was of an unconsciona stitutions for giving a suitable education to all
ble character, contrary to sound public policy, classes of her population. In addition to a good
and the policy of the law generally, and ought school system for the instruction of all the
not therefore, to be sustained—that it was in youth in the branches of elementary knowledge,
some measure analogous to bets made upon the there are four Universities in that country, viz.
happening of luture contingent events.. Judge those of Utrecht, Leyden, Amsterdam, and
Strong, however,made a decision confirming the Groningen. The two former are well known,
contract in full.
as among the most distinguished in Europe. — 1
That of Utrecht has at present upwards of 500
The first spirit we have any account of in students; of whom 250 are theological, and un
Europe was made from the grape, and sold as der the instruction of four professors.
The
a medicine in Spain and Italy under the Ara University of Leyden has 570 students,ot whom
bian term Alcohol. The Genoese were the first 220 are theological, and under the instruction
who prepared it from grain, and are said to have of four professors. The University of Amster
made, in the thirteenth century, a gainful traf dam is little more than nominal; whilst that of
he may succeed, (as we have no doubt he will) in the esta
fic by selling it in small bottles at a high price, Groningen is quite respectable and has probably
blishment of his superior claims to the distinction.__ Pres
under the name of aqua vitae, or water of life. some three hundred or three hundred and fifty
byterian.
GEOLOGY.
Distillation was known in France in 1313, and students. The whole number of young men,
The practical knowledge of this branch has been as old
to this day the common distilled spirit, ot that in the four Universities of that country are, this as the attempts of man to explore the hidden treasures of
THE TEA-PLANT IN ASSAM.
The result of the researches of the tea-deputation de
country bears the name of water of fife. In the year, estimated at 1590: a number certainly the earth ; and the regular formation and succession of
strata, together with the disturbances occasioned by earth spatched to Assam under Dr. Wallich respecting the tea14th century medicated spirits were manufac very large for a country which has a population
quakes, volcanoes and inundations, have been remarked nt plant in that country, gives every reason to expect that tea
tured and sold in Hungary. A Queen of that hardly reaching three millions.
a very early period. The existence also, of organized bo will become in a short time a prime article of export
country is said to have become famous by mak
As it regards the Protestant religion, no coun dies in a fossil form, imbedded in several of these strata, from India. The plant has been found in extensive natu
ing a prepartion of aqua vitae with rosemary, try has contended more earnestly for it, and has been for centuries the occasion of wonder and perplex ral plantations and the localities are such as to encourage the
which was thought to possess extraordinary none has produced greater theologians. For ity. 1 should weary my readers were I to tell them of all belief that it exists tar more extensively than lias been ac
the crude conceptions, and absurd fantasies invented to ac tually discovered, and to warrant the conclusion that As
medical virtues.
The medicated spirit called that was the country of Grotius, of Witsius, count for these phenomena. They were such as absolutely sam
and our northern frontier generally, will afford the
gin, which is distilled with juniper berries, is Vitringa, and of a host of others, whose writ to bring geology into contempt; and it was by many re most ample field for tea cultivation of every variety.
said to have been first prepared in Holland in ings have adorned the church and powerfully garded as a visionory employment of the human intellect,
Two of tlie localities in which the tea fins been found
till the work of Cuvier on fossil organic remains gave it a are beyond Sudiye, in the tract of country occupied by the
the 17th century. It is still in vogue among illustrated and established the truth.
new character, and produced throughout the world thesen- Singpbos; and the natural presumption is, that it lias mi
those who labor under certain local obstructions
enfinn
nf a surprising discovery.
For a long period aftor the Reformation.true
grated into that neighborhood from the Chinese provinces
occasioned by irregular and intemperate habits. religion made extensive and permanent progress
The method of considering each seperate organ, and to the eastward. If this be correct, there is every reason
Thus introduced as a medicine, ardent spirit in Holland. And even at this day, it is believ tracing it through the whole series of animals, had led him to expect that, on further investigation, it will be found to
gradually found its way from one region and ed that there are not a few* devoted men among to certain general and invariable laws of combination, by be plentifully diffused through the neighboring mountains.
which the possession of one series of hones would indicate The Singpbos are tributaries, who acknowledge otn para
kingdom to another, and is now used both as a
the 1.238 ministers of the gospel who belong to the necessary connexion of another series. A beast of mount authority, and little difficulty need therefore be an
medicine and a beverage in every civilized the Reformed Dutch Church. Besides that de j prey, for instance, would always have teeth fitted to devour ticipated in extending the regulat cultivation and manufac
country in the world. The only regions where nomination there are a number of churches be that prey, and claws fitted to seize it. A ruminating ani ture of the tea into their country. At the same time it is
no kind of intoxicating^iquor is manufactured, longing to the Lutherans, a few congregations mal, on the contrary, would have hoofs instead of claws gratifying to know, that the tea produced on the adjoin
are New Zealand, New South Wales, and Van of the Walloon church, and one Jr two other and teeth fitted only to grind its vegetable diet. In this ing frontier of China, is very highly valued by the Chinese
wav, the possession of even the fragments of an animal themselves. Other two localities of the tea are found in
Dieman’s Land.—Dr. Mussey.
minor seers.—There are also two churches for would enable him to complete its whole structure, and de the Muttuck, or Mooamereca country, which extend*,
on the south hank of the Bramhajiutra, from the district
the English: one Episcopal and the other of the termine to what genera or species it belonged.
Aided bv M. Brogniart, an eminent geologist, Cuvier of Sudiay to upper Assam. The Mooamareca are trib
AN EFFICACIOUS REMEDY FOR INTOXICATION. Kirk of Scotland at Amsterdam: the same num
commenced his researches at Montmartre, and iri the quar utaries to us, like the Singphos, and more directly under
The Earl of Pembroke who had many good ber at Rotterdam; and one Episcopal at Har ries of gypsum in the environs of Paris. These had, for our influence. Their country more nearly resembles the
qualities, but always persisted inflexibly in his Icem. Each of these churches is supplied with many centuries, furnished tile building stone of that Me rest of the valley of Assam, which is immediately under
own opinion, wlficl), as well as his conduct, was two pastors, except the one at Harlsem, and all tropolis and had been sunk to the distance of two hundred our own government; and therefore, the natural growth of
often very singular, thought of an expedient to are supported by the Dutch Government.— and forty thi ee Paris feet. About fourteen or fifteen feet the tea-plant in it,affords the most gratifying assurance of
the surface, there are strata of marine formations at the practicability of extending the cultivation through the
prevent the exhortations and importunities of There is a large number of Jews in Holland, below
testing the presence of salt water, which have altogether a province. The last tea locality examined lies amongst the
those about him. This was ro feign himself deaf there being no less than 22,000 at Amsterdam, thickness of nearly seventy-seven French feet. Below Gabhroo Purbut group of small hills at the bottom of the
and, under pretence of hearing very imperfect and 7 synagogues. There is a French Reform these, incontestible proofs exist of a soil anciently inhabit Naga range, within a few miles of Jbrliath, Raja Poorly, he would always form his answer, not by ed Church in each of the most important cities. ed by quadrupeds of different species, reptiles, birds, and under Singh’s capital. As the Raja holds his territories
what was really said to him, but by what he de That at the Hague is large, and is supplied fresh-water fish. Below these are still deeper strata, con by treaty from the British Govermi nt, and expressly dur
taining productions of the sea. By collecting the scatter
good behaviour only, no difficulty can be experienced
sired to have said. Among other servants was with decidedly evangelical preaching from the ed hones of these animals and reproducing their forms, ing
in extending the tea cultivation in them and ifany did ocone who had lived with him from a child and eloquent and distinguished Mr. Secretan.
according to the unerring rules of anatomical science, Cu cur.there are similar localities oil both sides the whole plain
served him with great fidelity and affection, till
It is not to be disguised, however, that the vier discovered one hundred and sixty eight vertebrated of Lower Assam, which is under the administration of our
at length he became his coachman. This man pure religion of the gospel has greatly declined animals, forming fifty genera, of which fifteen are no lon own officers. Over the Naga hills there is a line of com
by degrees got a habit of drinking, for which in Holland within the last 50 or 60 years. The ger in existence. Many of the individuals, even of ex munication between Upper Assam, and Munipoor; and as
isting genera, are of enormous size; and what increases Major Grant has brought to light the existence of the tea
his lady often desired that he might be dismiss doctrines for which the friends of truth so no the wonder, they are such as are notv found only in plant on the Assam side, we may expect that it likewise
ed. My lord always answered, “Yes indeed bly, though not always with charity and a pro other regions and other climates. No trace was found occupies many intermediate spots. The mountaineers of
John is an excellent servant.”—“I say,” replied per spirit, contended in the beginning of the of human skeletons, or of the order quadrumana.— this tract consist of a variety of tribes, of considerable exthe lady, “that he is continually drunk, and I 17th century, and which were confirmed by the Almost the entire skeleton was discovered of a species of I tent of population, and rather wealthy and powerful.
j opossum, an animal which now exists only in America,
The researches of the deputation have not been limited
desire that he may be turned off.” “Ay,” said Synod of Dort in 1618and 1619, and are em ! and this single fact at once overturned the theory, that to the tea-plant; the botanical and geological features of
his lordship, “he has lived with me from a child bodied in the Confession of Faith the Heidelburg j the American genera had come from their own soil, and the country have been noted; and Dr. Wallich states that
and, as you say, a trifle of wages should not part Catechism, and the Canons of that Synod,—and had never extended themselves to the other portions of the he has never seen or heard of so rich a Flora as that of As
sam
Asiatic Journal.
us.” John however, one evening, as he was whieh combined constitute the Symbolical 1 globe.
driving from Kensington, overturned his lady Bock of the Reformed Dutch Church, have ' I shall add no more on this subject, excepting to state,
i that all the subsequent researches of geologists, of every
THE OBSERVER
in Hyde Park: she was not much hurt, but long ceased to maintain that universal suprema nation, have confirmed the truth and the importance of
when she came home she began to rattle the earl cy which they once enjoyed in that church.— I this great discovery. The natural evidences of a sudden
—• Two Dollars anil fifty cents per annum, if
“Here,” says she, “is that beast, John; so drunk To these doctrines every pastor, professor,and and universal deluge, ano the probability of the Mosaic TERMS.
paid in advance, fifty cents will be deducted. No sub
that he can scarcely stand; he has overturned teacher of a school,until 1799, were required to ! chronology, have been set forth with a force of truth
scriptions received for a less term than one year. No
which has borne down all opposition ; and although there
the coach,and if lie is not discharged, may break subscribe in the most explicit manner. But at are still great und very embarrassing difficulties to cheek
paper? discontinued until all arrearages are paid, ex
cept at the option of the publishers.
our necks!” “Ay,’’says my Lord, “is poor John that epoch, the connexion of Church and State the pride of human knowledge, the Christian philosopher
sick? alas! I am sorry for him.” “I am com was dissolved, and religion greatly corrupted is encouraged to wait with patience, till some other bright Those who may wish to have their papers discontinued
are requested to give notice thereof, at least thirty days
plaining,” says my lady, “that he is drunk, and by French arms and French philosophy. And discovery shall
previous to the expiration of the term of their subscrip
“Vindicate tlie ways of God to man.”
has overturned me.” “Ay,” answered his lord- when the ancient order of things was re-estab
tion,otherwise it will be considered anew engagement.
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ship, “to be sure he has behaved very well, and lished in 1816, and a Synod called in the year
*»* All communications relative to this paper, must be
What occupation can produce nobler views of the divine
directed to the Rev. M. T. C. Wing, Gambier, Knox
sh-all have proper advice.” My lady, finding it succeeding to regulate the affairs of the church
nature and providence than the contemplation of His
Co. Ohio
hopeless to remonstrate, went, away in a pet ; there was proofenough furnished that the sound works? The pages of inspiration tell us thatthe invisible
LIST OF AGENTS.
and my lord having ordered John into his pre orthodoxy of the Reformed Dutch Church had things of God, namely his eternal power and godhead, Rev JOHN I,. BRYAN,
................ Windsor,
Ot k
sence, addressed him very coolly in these suffered much. That Synod ordained that a have been clearly seen, since the creation of the world, be Col. HUBBARD,............................ Ashtabula,
Rev.
At,VAH
SANFORD,
..........
Portsmouth,
words; “John, you know I have a regard for subscription to the formularies of the church— ing understood by the tilings that are made. It has been Rev .WM. PRESTON, ................. Columbus,
I know, that many who have been warmly en Rev. O DENISON ........................ Newark.
you, and as long as you behave well you shall the Confession, the Catechism, and the Canons objected,
gaged in pursuits like ours, have, while surrounded by the GEORGE REATTY........................ Steuoenville,
‘
be taken care of in my family; my lady tells me of the Synod of Dort, which have just been men wonders of creation, been unmindful of the great Creator. D. H. BUELL,................................ Marietta,
-7 <•
SYLVESTER
P.
ALDERMAN,..
Windsor,
you are taken ill, and indeed I can see that tioned,—so far as they are agreeable to the word That such has been the fort, though to an extent far less J. YV. SCHUCK.ERS,..................... Wooster,
you can hardly stand; go to bed, and I will take of God. is all that is necessary on the part of than the objection assumes, we are not disposed to deny__ DORSON EDWARDS,................. Dayton,
Dr. ASA COI.E.M AN,................... Troy, Miami Co.
care that you have proper advice.” John being those who enter the sacred office. This fact We olycct, however, to the inference which some have Rev. B. I. HAIGHT....................... Cincinnati.
thence drawn. We attribute this result rather to the Rev. E. W. PEET........................... Chillicothe.
thus dismissed, was taken to bed, where, by his and many others show that there has been a influence of a little knowledge on the corrupt heart of ROWLAND CLAP,....................... Cuyahoga Falls,
lordship’s order, a large blister was put upon his departure from the rigid orthodoxy which for mail, than to the extension of knowledge. We believe WILLIAM HUNT.......................... Urbana,
JOHN HANFORD,....................... Middlebury,
head, another between his shoulders, and six so long a period prevailed in the church of Hol that “the knowledge which puffeth up” is eminently su F.
E. K1RTLA M)........................... Maumee,
,,
teen ounces of blood taken from his arm. John land. And at the present time, whilst I sup perficial; and in examining the progress of all sciences, we Rev. II. S. SMITH ......................... Liverpool.
REV. WM GRANVILLE............... Medina,
find,
that
proud
presumption
may
accompany
incipient
found himself the next morning in a woeful pose that it would he wrong to say that there
Rev. ERASTUS BURR,................. Worthington, „„
but that more perfect investigations are invaria JOSEPH BASSETT, „.................... CanfieM,'frii«imHl-o>(
plight and was soon acquainted with the whole is not a very considerable body of sound and discovery,
biy followed by profound humility. Alphonso, of Cas Rev. WM. A. SMALLWOOD, ..... Zanesville,
.
process, and the reason which was communi devoted ministers in that church, it is not to be tile, when the light of astronomical science first dawned Rev , A. GUION, ............................ Piqua.
BENJAMIN JOHNS,.................... Mansfield.
cated. He had no remedy, however, but to denied that the churches are generally in a state through his instrumentality, on the darkness of his
WILLIAM A KRUG ............... Hamilton, Butler t o.
EBEN BOULT,......... .'.................... Norwalk,
could
exclaim,
that
if
he
had
been
admitted
to
the
counsels
submit, for he would rather have incurred as of great spiritual deadness.
Rev. J. P. BA USMAN.................. Circleville
of the Creator, he would have arranged the universe het
many more blisters than lose his place. My
There is however, at this time a most remark ter. He saw that the movements of the heavenly bodies Rev E. BOYDEN............................. Cleveland,
Rev.
DaVIS........................ O|lio,(
lord sent very formally twice a day to know able work going on throughout Holland, which could not he reconciled with what was then supposed to be Rev. SETII
A BLEDSOE.......................... Sandusky,
how he was and frequently congratulated my la may, with the blessing of God, exert a great the planetary system ; and instead of doubting the correct S. S. FULLER................................... Massillon.
REV. ANSON CLARK................. Grafton,
(j
dy upon John’s recovery, whom he directed to and good influence. A new sect has been form ness of his own knowledge, he dared to question the wis REV. J. L. HARRISON................... Warren
ltev.
JOHN
O
’
BRIEN
....................
Monroe,
Michigan,
be fed only with water gruel and to have no ing from the Established Dutch Church, during dom of the Almighty. How different on the mind of C C. TROWBRIDGE, Esq............ Detroit,
company but an old nurse. In about a week, the last two years which now amounts to sever Newton was the effect of his sublime discoveries ' With Rev. N. LYSTER.............................. ’(®®un?s,ehP. -n "
what awe do we behold that profound intellect, covering Rev. WM. SUDDARDS,............... Philadelphia,Penn
John having constantly sent word that he was al thousands, and which the persecution of the Its face with its own wings, like the hnrr»;«„ .
HENRY L. BOLLMAN.................. Pittsburgh,
v .
r
i
?
Durning seraphim be- Rev. Wm ARMSTRONG,............ Wheeling. Va,
welljmy Lord thought fit to understand the mes civil authorities is likely to augment very rap fore uthe throne of God!
As the occasion of man’ fall was CHAS. WILTBERGER, ............... Washington,D. C.
senger, and said “he was extremely glad to hear idly. It is.probably premature to speak positively an irregular desire of knowledge; so is it a part of that R. M. WHITE,................................. New York.
C. GRISWOLD................................... Utica, New-York.
that the fever had left him, and desired to see at this day, respecting this remarkable religious wisdom by winch the Almighty seeks to lead us back to our ROBERT JONES .............................. Crawfordsville, IndiiRt.
YV. ADA MS,................................... Natchez, Miss.
him.” When John came in, “Well, John," says movement. Rut I am of the opinion that it bids paradise, and to his presence, to surround us with wonders C.
winch give us constant and inexhaustible subjects of in- Rev. P. It. MlN A RD,....................... St. IxMds,Missouri.
In his unsullied purity,

NICHOLAS TORODE................. .

R|n»hiU Cook Co, Illinois,

